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Abstract
Several analyses were undertaken in an effort to determine how and where variation in the
performance of laser diodes originated. The analyses consisted of quantifying the
variation that existed in the performance of the diodes' threshold current, establishing
correlation between variations in threshold current and other attributes of the laser diode,
and conducting experiments to determine causes of the variation.
Linear and multivariate regression results indicated that the threshold current performance
of the laser diodes was positively correlated to facet reflectivity. This supports previous
theoretical models of the laser diode. The analyses also indicated that variability in
threshold current did not adversely affect laser reliability. Further experiments showed
that the laser diode test equipment, spatial variation in the wafer, and the bar cleaving
process did not contribute to the variation in threshold current. Analyses of the facet
coating process showed mixed results, indicating that although the coating thickness was
uniform, other attributes of the coating such as stoichiometry may have caused variations
in threshold current.
A cost model was also constructed for a hypothetical manufacturing process. The results
showed that the economics of improving a manufacturing process dictate that total costs
will not always be minimized at higher production yields. This holds true especially if the
costs of improving the processes are high. The results regarding the economics of process
improvement are presented as a series of frameworks and strategic factors.
Advisors: James W. Casamento Operations Manager, Laser Diode Manufacturing
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Thomas W. Eagar POSCO Professor of Materials Engineering
Head, Department of Materials Science & Engineering
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Variation: The Antagonist of Improvement
The competitive landscape of today's economy demands excellence from those who wish
to survive. A crucial component of excellence is predictability in all aspects of a
company's operation from market forecasts to manufacturing process performance. In
order to effectively achieve predictability, a firm must have a thorough understanding of
its customers, technology, and business practices.
The nemesis of predictability is variability. Variation can counter the ability to compete
effectively by masking a thorough understanding of processes and hampering continuous
improvement activities. In order to achieve excellence, variation must be identified and
minimized.
This thesis describes a project that was conducted at the High Resolution Imaging Group
of Polaroid Corporation in Norwood Massachusetts. The work focused on identifying
variation in the performance of semiconductor laser diodes used in the HeliosTM medical
imaging product, attributing the variation to the appropriate manufacturing processes, and
prioritizing areas for future process improvements. In addition, this thesis addresses
questions regarding the economics of process improvements such as: "given a product
life cycle and production volume, when is it too costly to improve process performance
and yields?".
The HeliosT M Imaging System
Polaroid's HeliosTM 810 Laser Imager is a revolutionary product within the medical
imaging and diagnostics market. Several technological advances have made HeliosTM an
exciting prospect among Polaroid's diverse product portfolio. A fully digital hard copy
imaging system, HeliosTM requires no wet chemistry, minimizes waste and environmental
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hazard, and delivers high resolution radiographic films in 90 seconds'. The product is
comprised of two systems that work in concert to deliver the printed image - the HeliosTM
laser imaging system and the HeliosTM dry media.
At the heart of the HeliosTM laser imaging system are high-power laser diodes. The laser
beams are modulated and interact with the dry media over the course of several hundred
nano-seconds. The thermal effects of the focused laser are confined to tiny regions tens
of microns in size, and provide sub-pixel resolution (referred to as pixel elements - pels).
The number of pels activated within each pixel dictates the gray scale of the pixel. In
total, over four thousand gray shades are achievable, which in turn provides extremely
high visual resolution.
The HeliosTM media contains two primary layers. The first layer is one which is
sensitized to the wavelength provided by the lasers within the imaging system. The
second layer is a polymeric matrix in which is embedded a uniform distribution of carbon
particles. Once the lasers thermally activate the sensitized layers in the media, the carbon
in the imaging layer undergoes a phase transformation and becomes adhered to the
sensitized layer. After the image has been "written" to the media, a peel sheet containing
the image negative is removed, leaving behind the resulting positive image on a polyester
base. The phase transformation is irreversible, hence the resulting image is permanent.
Because the activation of the film's sensitized layer occurs at a precisely controlled
energy threshold, the optical power delivered by lasers within the system is critical.
Figure 1.1 illustrates how the Helios media interacts with the lasers, resulting in exposed
pixel elements.
ICargill, E.B., and F. Habbal, "A Report on Polaroid's New Dry Imaging System for
Generating 8x10 Radiographic Films", White Paper: Technology. Newton, MA:
Polaroid Medical Imaging Systems - Marketing Publication, 1992.
2 Cargill, E.B., and F. Habbal, "A Report on the Image Quality Characteristics of the
Polaroid Helios Laser System", White Paper: Image Quality. Newton, MA: Polaroid
Medical Imaging Systems - Marketing Publication, 1992.
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Figure 1.1 - HeliosTM media cross section 3
The HeliosTM Laser
The HeliosTM system utilizes several high-power laser diodes to deliver focused thermal
energy to the HeliosTM media, and reliable performance of these lasers is critical to
generation of high quality images. The devices employed in the image creation process
are Aluminum Gallium Arsenide (AlGaAs) Separate Confinement Heterostructure (SCH)
laser diodes. They are produced using complex semiconductor manufacturing processes
and require state-of-the-art fabrication technology, to be described in the next section.
Some of the device attributest are shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 - Key laser attributes
Wavelength 830 nanometers
Optical Power 500 milliwatts
Thickness 100 micrometers
Width 500 micrometers
Length 500 micrometers
Figure 1.2 illustrates the size of the laser as well as the dimensions and location of the
optical emitting region (labeled as active region).
3 Ibid.
t All values are nominal, based on specification.
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Figure 1.2 - Laser physical dimensions
The first laser diodes ever made were homostructures (also called homojunctions),
meaning only one material was utilized (e.g., GaAs). Moreover, the p-n junction in the
diode was formed by doping impurities into the junction. The term p-n junction derives
from the fact that the diode is created by a junction ofp and n type materials.
Specifically, p type materials are those in which the majority carriers are holes, and n
type materials are those in which the majority carriers are electrons. The creation of
majority carriers ofp or n type can be created by introducing impurities into the material
such as phosphorous (P), arsenic (As), antimony (Pb), boron (B), or gallium (Ga) with
techniques such as doping or ion implantation.
In contrast, the HeliosTM laser is a heterostructure, or heterojunction. In this system, two
different materials are used (e.g., AlAs and GaAs) to form thep-n junction. A third
variant of lasers diodes is the double heterostructure laser, which uses three unique
materials to form the p-n junction. The double heterostructure is a very common type of
laser diode, but will not be discussed in this thesis.
The separate confinement heterostructure laser, such as the HeliosTM laser, utilizes a stack
of materials to accomplish its electro-optical processes. To most easily describe the
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construction of separate confinement heterostructure laser, we will begin in the middle of
the structure, where the p-n junction exists.
The p-n junction (also called active layer or quantum well) is located in the middle of the
laser. Immediately adjacent to both the top and bottom of the junction are the
waveguiding layers of optical cavity. Here, indices of refraction that are different than
the active layer allow for the propagation of photons. Next to the waveguides are the
barrier or confinement layers. These layers effectively pose a barrier to the injection of
electrons into the adjacent layers by confining the carriers to recombination in the active
region. Adjacent to the confinement layers are thep+ and n+ contact layers. Through
each of these contact layers, holes and electrons respectively are injected as free carriers
into the laser structure to create the radiative processes. Below the n+ contact layer is a
getter, or buffer layers, to draw out impurities in the laser structure. Finally, beneath the
getter layer is a GaAs substrate.
Each layer in the laser depends on unique thickness requirements, stoichiometry
(materials composition), and doping to achieve functionality. In the case of the HeliosTM
laser, these attributes are carefully specified to dictate performance of the laser with
respect to optical power, wavelength, current, and reliability (as well as many others
performance measures). The structural design of the laser is proprietary to Polaroid, and
will not be disclosed in any further detail in this thesis.
Manufacturing Process Overview
The manufacture of the HeliosTM product involves a complex supply chain, which is
depicted in the process flow diagram of Figure 1.3. We first present an overview of the
fabrication processes at the macro level, then we focus on the manufacturing processes at
the Norwood site, where this thesis research was conducted. For simplicity, inventory
buffers in the supply chain and Norwood site process are not shown in the diagrams.
These diagrams represent the processes during the summer of 1994. Many changes and
consolidations have taken place since then, and are not represented in this discussion. In
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the interest of not disclosing proprietary information regarding Polaroid's suppliers,
vendor names are not provided in Figure 1.3.
External Supplier Polaroid Microelectronics
Lab - Cambridge, MA
Crystal Growth Epitaxy Processes Go to A
(HB or VGF), Active Region
Substrate Fabrication (MOCVD) Definition, Metalization
Polaroid Laser Diode Mfg - External Supplier Polaroid Laser Diode Mfg -
A Norwood, MA Norwood, MA
Laser Diode Go to B
Optical Coating, Bonding, Packaging Final Inspection, Final
Electrical and Optical Test Electrical and Optical Test
Polaroid Helios Final
B Integration - Newton, MA
Integration of Laser S A Customer Sites
Diodes into Optical Head System Assembly, SystemConfiguration, System Test
Figure 1.3 - Macro-level process flow diagram
The macro-level process flow shown in Figure 1.3 depicts a complex web, with a
significant number of hand-offs occurring throughout the supply chain. The GaAs
substrate is produced using one of two crystal growth processes: horizontal bridgeman or
vertical gradient freeze. The completed substrates are then used as a foundation to
produce the epitaxial layers using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition processes
(MOCVD). The completed epi layers are shipped to a Polaroid facility where the active
regions of the laser diode are defined using optical lithography, ion implantation, rapid
thermal anneal, and other semiconductor manufacturing processes. Finally, the wafer is
metalized, lapped, sectioned, and sent to Polaroid's N1 facility in Norwood,
Massachusetts.
The processes which occur in Norwood involve the optical coating, the preliminary
packaging, and testing. An external vendor packages the laser diode in its final form, and
returns it to Norwood for final testing. Another external vendor integrates several
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packaged lasers into one optical head, and ships the head to Polaroid in Newton, MA,
where final assembly of the HeliosTM system takes place.
The complexity of the supply chain poses significant challenges regarding the
management of inventories, manufacturing logistics, technical specifications, suppliers,
and overall communications. Although such a structure may lead to undesirable results
such as longer cycle times, less control over the product's input stream, and higher costs,
the significant capital investments required to perform any of the processes in Figure 1.3
and the focused expertise needed for any one area seem to necessitate such a complex
supply chain.
The activities inside the dotted box of Figure 1.3 are depicted in detail in Figure 1.4.
Wafers arriving to Norwood are first cleaved, using a mechanical scribe and cleave
process, into bars containing multiple laser diodes. At this point, the bars contain laser
diodes which have had their active regions completely defined via lithography and ion
implantation, and have undergone metalization and finishing processes. The bars of laser
diodes are then loaded into fixtures and placed into the e-beam evaporative deposition
equipment (also referred to as PVD - physical vapor deposition). It is during this process
that the front and rear surfaces of the bars are coated with a reflective optical material.
This coating becomes a mirror-like surface for both the front and rear facets of the laser.
Such a surface is required to cause lasing action to take place within the diode's optical
cavity. Following the coating process, a silicon witness sample is measured for
reflectivity, and the coated bars are characterized for quality. After this is completed, the
bars are chipped (in a mechanical operation similar to cleaving) into individual lasers.
The "chips", as they are called, are moved to another workcell, where the next sequence
of operations takes place.
At this juncture, the chips are then inspected for a variety of visual defects and then
bonded to an Indium-coated heatsink (also called a C-block or header). Chips that are
bonded undergo several inspection steps for positioning on the C-block and bond quality.
After bonding, four gold wires are attached between the laser diode and a connector on
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the C-block using a thermosonic ball and wire bonding process. After this operation, the
laser is ready to be electrically and optically exercised for testing purposes.
These tests measure a multitude of electrical and optical parameters that are crucial to the
performance of the laser diode. The parameters tested, some of which will be discussed
later in this thesis, are: 1) operating current, 2) threshold current, 3) slope efficiency, 4)
operating voltage, 5) resistance, 6) responsivity, 7) emission width, 8) average power, and
9) total power. The lasers which pass the initial tests then undergo a burn-in period,
during which time infancy failures become evident. The lasers which pass bum-in
undergo a final test and then are shipped to an external vendor for packaging in a
hermetic package.
Upon return, the lasers are visually tested and then checked for hermeticity using pressure
and leak testing. Subsequently, they are subject to final electrical and optical
measurements in packaged form, and then sent to another supplier who integrates several
laser diodes into one optical head for the HeliosTM product.
Optical Coating, Bonding - Norwood
C_ Prer adOptical Reflectivity Characterize SBar Caing Chip Bars
A DeB nnding Wire Bonding Integrated
Final npecn Test o To B
rF-r --- 1.---4 ---- --- -- s- f--l 
| >Vg ' CblPack agingat Package
B in n MIntegrated External LaserPower t To CTest J i k.. Vendor
Until compl on of burnmin ' ,'
, Helium l l TE Cooler Package Package
C Pressureand Resistance - Laser DCLIV - Laser ptical ShipProduct
, Leak TTest Test Test Test
[ Final Inspection, Test - Norwood
Figure 1.4 - Norwood site process flow diagram
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Summary of Findings
This thesis research resulted in several findings. First, my analysis revealed significant
variation in threshold current performance of the laser diodes. The variation was
quantified and statistically characterized by wafer, by coating run, and by fixtures within
coating runs. Second, I showed statistically (via linear and multivariate regression) and
theoretically (via previous academic work) that the threshold current performance of laser
diodes is linked to the reflectivity of the laser facets. Further experimentation to correlate
variation in threshold current and reliability of the lasers found no evidence that variations
in threshold current would affect laser diode reliability.
I then performed tests to identify the processes that were contributing to variability in
threshold current performance. After determining that the test equipment was repeatable
and provided reliable data to analyze, processes such as cleaving and coating were
evaluated. I found that cleaving resulted in good control over chip length, and coating
provided good thickness uniformity. The tests also ruled out variations in lasers
originating from different areas of the wafer as a contributor to threshold current
variation.
Coating was eventually determined to have caused some differences in threshold current
performance. Further analysis of the underlying thermodynamics of the e-beam
evaporation process showed that stoichiometry of the optical coating may have been
highly sensitive to minor changes in temperatures and pressures of the coating chamber.
Finally cost modeling efforts revealed information regarding the costs of improving
manufacturing processes. Specifically, the model indicated that in the case of processes in
which it is very costly to improve the yield, an optimal yield exists where total costs are
minimized.
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Background Research
Several avenues were explored in an attempt to gain insight into the problems presented in
this thesis. The results of this background research are presented in this section.
Several papers found in technical journals offered insight into the underlying design and
physical properties of laser diodes. Of particular relevance to this thesis was research
involving quantum well heterostructure lasers [Holonyak, Kolbas, Dupuis, and Dapkus;
1980] and separate confinement heterostructure quantum well lasers [Hersee, Cremoux,
and Duchemin; 1984]. Some of these papers were specific to high power single quantum
well lasers [Wagner, Waters, Tihanyi, Hill, Roza, Vollmer, and Leopold; 1988], [Waters,
Wagner, Hill, Tihanyi, and Vollmer, 1989]. Because the HeliosT M laser diode is
considered to be in the realm of high power (500 mW), these works were of particular
significance.
Because the primary performance criteria evaluated in this thesis was threshold current,
attention was paid to previous research which investigated the variables affecting this
parameter [Dutta; 1982]. Several researchers investigated the effects of laser cavity length
on threshold current [Zory, Resinger, Mawst, Costrini, Zmudzinski, Emanuel, Givens, and
Coleman; 1987], [Resinger, Zory, and Waters; 1988]. Others showed how active layer
thickness played a role in determining threshold current [Nahory and Pollack; 1978].
Finally, the effects of laser operating temperature on threshold current are analyzed in
[Zory, Resinger, and Waters; 1986], [Dutta, Lopata, Sivco, and Cho; 1991]. The optical
coating process and the laser facets were of significant interest in this thesis research;
several papers provided background on thin-film dielectric coatings for laser diodes
[Ladany, Ettenberg, Lockwood, Kressel; 1977], [Ettenberg; 1978].
In order to understand the issues related to laser diode reliability, several seminal works
provided a broad background in this area [Ettenberg and Kressel; 1980], [Waters; 1991].
Several other published works covered degradation phenomena in (Al)GaAs laser diodes
[Petroff and Hartman; 1974], [Waters and Bertaska; 1988]. Some research concentrated
on the influence of a specific phenomenon on laser diode degradation such as current
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density [Fukagai, Ishikawa, Endo, and Yuasa; 1991], operating temperature [Ritchie,
Godfrey, Wakefield, and Newman; 1978], and the device fabrication parameters used for
the laser diodes [Ladany and Kressel; 1974].
A great deal of research has been conducted in the area of laser diode reliability as a
function of the quality the optical coating (referred to as facets) [Ettenberg, Sommers,
Kressel, and Lockwood; 1971], [Chinone, Nakashima, and Ito; 1977], [Shima, Chinone,
and Ito; 1977], [Yuasa, Ogawa, Endo, and Yonezu; 1978], [Nash and Hartman; 1979],
[Tang, Rosen, Vettiger, and Webb; 1991]. The level of activity in this field of research
was an indication of the potential importance of these issues within the HeliosT M laser
diode.
Other areas which were explored during background research were those of process
improvement and variation reduction. The works uncovered in this research area included
several Master's theses [Becker; 1991], [Gallahue; 1991]. Other information regarding
variation reduction was found in several published texts [Deming; 1982], [Hayes,
Wheelwright, and Clark; 1988], [Phadke; 1989].
Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized in the following manner. The first chapter provides an
introduction to the thesis, with a description of the HeliosT M product, the laser diode used
in Helios, and the manufacturing processes used to produce the lasers. Chapter one
culminates with a brief survey of previous research in the areas of laser diode design,
processing, and reliability. Other works in the areas of process improvement and variation
reduction are mentioned here as well.
Chapter two describes the methodology employed in this work. This chapter provides a
tutorial of variation and categorizes the types and causes of variation. Also included in
chapter two is a discussion of the importance of identifying and reducing variability.
Chapter two culminates with a model of variation for semiconductor laser diodes.
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The third chapter embarks on the quantification of variation and the gauge used in this
research to measure variation in laser diode performance. Here the results are presented
from a series of analyses that were conducted to identify the levels at which variation
occurs within the production process. These analyses included ANOVA techniques for
significance testing among subgroup means in a population.
In Chapter four, how one goes about determining the causes of variation are explained.
This chapter presents the multivariate regression and device physics that were utilized to
link process variation to product performance.
Chapter five provides the results of additional empirical work that was conducted in
further attempts to perform root cause analysis. In Chapter six questions regarding the
economics of process improvement are raised. Frameworks and a simple model are
presented in an attempt to answer such questions. The thesis concludes in chapter seven
where a summary of findings are put forth, as are recommendations for further work.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
Overview
This thesis research attempted to address the issue of variation reduction, and employed a
hybrid approach to achieve that. Because no single accepted or comprehensive source of
information exists on the subject of variation reduction, the work began in an ad hoc
manner, and a methodology was created as it progressed. Despite the lack of
comprehensive references, several texts were uncovered that provided helpful background
information 4 5.
This section of the thesis provides an overview of the methodology employed and some
useful background information. Specifically, a tutorial on the types and causes of
variation is presented. I believe that such a tutorial is a valuable foundation for many of
the ideas presented throughout this thesis. Additionally, how variation was sought out is
delineated, and a model of how variation propagates from process variability to
fluctuations in reliability is presented.
Types and Causes of Variation
Process variation can be categorized as two types: normal variation and abnormal
variation. Normal variation are the differences in the end product caused by small
variations in equipment, materials, people, and processes, and is typically (but not always)
assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. Furthermore, normal variation is considered to
be the change in a product that falls within the specification limits of that product. That is,
although the variation exists it is usually acceptable because it falls within tolerable limits.
Normal variation can be characterized as having a given statistical distribution, with
4 Deming, W. E., Out of the Crisis, Cambridge, MA: MIT Center for Advanced
Engineering Study, 1986.
5 Hogg, R.V., and Ledolter, J., Applied Statistics for Engineers and Scientists, New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., 1992.
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location, spread, and shape (e.g., a distribution with location {mean} at X, spread
{standard deviation} at arand a normal {Gaussian} shape).
Abnormal variation results from changes in the system that are unusual and atypical of the
production systemt. Unlike normal variation that still results in a product that meets
specification, abnormal variation often results in a finished product that does not fall
within acceptable product specifications limits. Although it can often be described as a
shift in the location or spread of the distribution, abnormal variation can be difficult to
characterize because it often affects the production system in an acute and sporadic
fashion.
Similar to the types of variation, the causes of variation can also be placed in two distinct
categories, common causes and special causes6. Common causes of variation are
systemic, meaning they affect the entire production system yet act on each measured value
in a random fashion. When common cause variation acts upon an entire population, the
overall variation is predictable and can be characterized statistically.
Special causes of variation are assignable causes that arise through specific events and
result in a final population that cannot be characterized or explained statistically. In this
case, special causes of variation act on each measured value randomly, but not at all times.
Therefore, identifying and eliminating special causes of variation is challenging because it
does not always occur. Once special causes of variation are eliminated, the process
reverts to having only common causes which can be described statistically.
Using a radio broadcast as a literal metaphor of variation, let me differentiate common and
special causes of variation. The common causes of variation would be the continual hiss
in the background of an AM radio broadcast. It acts on the entire system in small, random
ways, but in the larger scheme of things, it is always present and one learns to accept it.
t Production system will henceforth refer to the equipment, materials, people, and
processes that comprise the manufacture of a given product.
6 Deming, pp. 309-322.
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Special causes of variation are the erratic fade outs in AM radio reception that occur as
one is driving. These episodes are also random, but affect the system in a larger way that
cannot be characterized, nor are they acceptable to the listener. If special causes of
variation can be eliminated (as has been done with FM broadcast technology), one can
accept the common causes of variation because it is predictable, and only affects the
overall system in small (usually), acceptable ways.
Why Variation Deserves Attention
Variation of processes present several challenges to manufacturers. First, such variation
leads to variation in the product itself, which then results in variations in product quality
and reliability. Second, variation makes it very difficult to focus on problems when they
occur. Specific to the second point, when undesirable changes in equipment and processes
happen, the results become buried as "noise" among the variation existing. Variation in
the manufacturing process, clouds trends and patterns that occur over time, and hides
major changes that occur when machine settings drift or when new lots of material are
introduced to the manufacturing process, thereby making it nearly impossible to perform
root cause analysis.
It is for these reasons that variation must not only be reduced, but also characterized or
understood. Reducing variation will allow one to more clearly view how processes are
performing. Characterizing and understanding variation will allow one to better delineate
when processes are changing normally in a controlled manner, or when they are behaving
erratically and out of control.
With respect to this work, we sought to identify variation in the hope that it would lead to
a better understanding of the Polaroid laser diode and its production process. Such an
understanding would ideally enable Polaroid to better focus their resources and future
efforts in the areas of yield improvement, reliability improvement, and would also allow
them to make informed decisions regarding design trade-offs. A less quantifiable benefit,
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but one that was still considered to be important, was that of customer satisfaction.
Reducing product variation would clearly result in a more satisfied customer.
Necessary Steps Prior to Reducing Variation
Before one can set out to reduce variability and improve products and manufacturing
processes, several issues need to be resolved:
1. What varies? - Identify the variation
2. By how much does it vary? - Quantify the variation
3. What causes the variation? - Determine causality
First, one must acknowledge that variability exists. It is important to be specific about
what is varying - the manufacturing process, the product, or possibly the yield or
reliability. Then the variation must be quantified and characterized using statistical and/or
other analytical techniques. Once the variation is identified, potential root causes of the
variation can be traced out. In order to successfully perform root cause analysis, however,
one needs to establish a thorough understanding of how manufacturing process variability
can result in variation in product performance and reliability.
How these issues can be resolved is presented in subsequent sections of this chapter. By
undertaking these steps using engineering fundamentals and good management judgment,
one would not only have a deeper understanding of their product and processes, but one
would also better understand the leverage points for making improvements. These
leverage points could be specific to the design of the laser diode, or to the manufacturing
process itself.
Identifying Variation
Many methods could be employed for identifying variation. Such techniques include
process capability studies, design of experiments or Taguchi analysis, failure modes and
effects analysis (FMEA), Pareto charts, and statistical analyses such as histograms, scatter
diagrams and regression analysis. One of the most common techniques, however, is the
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cause and effect diagram (also called the Ishikawa or fish-bone diagram). This diagram
can be used to determine the possible contributions toward product variation. For
example, variation in a product attribute can result from several sources. Categorically,
these sources could be identified as originating from either the operators, equipment,
materials, or manufacturing process. A generic Ishikawa diagram is shown in Figure 2.1.
Oprator Equipment
O1rto
Process Materials
Figure 2.1 - Cause and effect diagram
Expanding any one branch, one can identify sources within a particular area. For example,
there are several processes in the production operation that potentially contributes to laser
diode performance variation. This is depicted as Figure 2.2.
Orator Equipment
-Epitaxy-
-Ion Implant7
-Metalization Materials
Cleaving-
-Chipping
Bonding
-- Coating Process
Process
Figure 2.2 - Several processes contributing to laser performance variation
Within each process "branch", there also exist several mechanisms or causes of variation.
By expanding an individual process "branch", one could also investigate sources of
variation with a finer granularity. Figure 2.3 illustrates further detail of one process
"branch".
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Oerator Equipment
-Ion
Process
Figure 2.3 - Mechanisms within a process contributing to variation
This framework of considering the impacts of operators, equipment, processes, and
materials, on product performance allow the consideration of the many factors that
ultimately cause variability. Additionally, a framework like a fishbone diagram provides a
routine means for performing root cause analysis.
Quantifying Variation
The crucial step of quantifying variation poses the question of how much variability is
occurring. In order to quantify variability, numerical analysis needs to take place. The
benefits of such an analysis is twofold. First, the analysis required to quantify the variation
forces engineers and managers to either support or refute their initial hypothesis. Too
often, action is prescribed before one actually determines whether or not one is working
toward the correct solution. Second, the analysis determines the magnitude of the
variation and helps rank order the characteristics that varied the most.
Another important aspect of quantifying variability is the determination of the distribution
of the variation. For example, does the variation demonstrate a Gaussian distribution, or
is it bimodal or Weibull. Answering these questions can help determine whether or not the
variation is normal or abnormal and is due to common causes or special causes. Most
often, processes which are stable exhibit symmetric Gaussian (normal) distributions of its
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population. When this is true, one can use statistics and other analyses to make
meaningful predictions regarding the performance of the process. When non-Gaussian
and non-symmetric distributions are evident within a process, it is an indication that
special causes of variation are present. Such special causes of variability hamper our
ability to make predictions of process performance. It is therefore our goal to perform
analyses such that we can determine the nature and amount of variation that is taking place
in order to reduce that variability.
Looking at variability in a temporal fashion can illustrate the tendency of the process or
product over time. This could also show whether the variability arises from common
causes or special causes. For example, if a process exhibits a performance at a given mean
for five weeks, then suddenly shifts right or left of that mean, it is very likely some non-
random event caused the process to change.
Similarly, the standard deviation viewed over time, of a process is also an indication of the
spread of the process. If the standard deviation increases over a three week period but the
center (average) of the process does not change, some variability is obviously taking place,
but this would not be noticed by looking at the process average by itself. Therefore one
should utilize three basic tools to help quantify variability: the process distribution,
location, and spread.
Process capability studies are another important tool in the analysis of temporal process
variability, and result in a process capability index. The index, denoted by Cp is calculated
as the following:
p = USL - LSL
6-a
where USL is the upper specification limit, LSL is the lower specification limit, and r is
the standard deviation of the population. The calculation is based on the assumption that
the process follows a Gaussian distribution, which implies that 99.74% of the population
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will fall within + 3c of the mean7. That is, for a process capability of 1.0, 99.74% of the
product is meeting the tolerance limits. For a Cp of 2.0, 99.9999998% of the product is
meeting the tolerance limits.
The measurement of Cp assumes that the center of the process distribution equals the
center of the tolerance spread or the nominal target. This is not a realistic assumption as
we know that in many processes the mean is shifted left or right of the nominal target. To
take into account such a shift in the mean, a different index is used, which we denote by
Cpk. This index is calculated by the equation shown below:
Cpk = Cp (I - k)
where:
k I target mean (nominal) - actual process mean
.5-(USL - LSL)
The use of process capability indices rely heavily on a meaningful set of specifications
which is not always available.
Both Cp and Cpk were used to characterize the performance of the laser diode
manufacturing processes. The results of these analyses are presented in Chapter 5.
The Systems View of Variation
Although the fishbone diagram is intended to help determine causes of variability, it was
limited to the extent that it focuses on variation originating in the manufacturing process
(operators, equipment, materials, processes). The fishbone diagram does not address the
"systems view" of variation that this research sought to explain. The "systems view"
resulted in the following hypothesis:
7 A characteristic of the normal distribution. Hogg, R.V., and Ledolter, J., p. 123.
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That process variability has ramifications that extend into fluctuations in product
performance, in yield, and in reliability.
Therefore, in this thesis we attempted to explain not only what causes process variability,
but how that variation extends to reliability of the laser diode.
The Propagation of Variation
Variation in processes will eventually lead to variation in other areas of the product's
performance. Figure 2.4 illustrates the hierarchy of variation, and how it propagates from
process to product.
Figure 2.4 - The propagation of variation
In this model, process variation leads to changes in specified product parameters that have
been designed to a specification to provide a given level of product performance. Changes
in these product parameters result in variability in product performance. Depending on the
process and quality control system in place, the variation in performance may be screened
out during and inspection or test procedure. This may result in lower manufacturing yield,
or at least a yield that fluctuates. Finally, those products that pass all subsequent quality
checks may end up as a field failure as a result of lower product reliability. Thus, variation
in the reliability of the product can be realized as well.
One can now see how variability in the manufacturing process propagates to variability in
many other areas. In this context, it becomes obvious that reducing process variability will
have direct benefits in other places. Although we are now in a position to understand
where variability exists and how much variation occurs, the links between the process
variability and the rest of the system (product parameters, performance, yield, and
reliability) still needs to be established.
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A Variation Model for Laser Diode Manufacturing
In Figure 2.5, a detailed model of how variation within a laser diode manufacturing
process manifests itself, propagates throughout the system, and potentially affects laser
reliability. In this example, variation in the epitaxy processes may result in fluctuations
within design attributes such as the gain coefficients and confinement factors. The
variability of those design parameters may, in turn, affect the performance of the laser
diode both electrically and optically. Such variation may be screened out during a
subsequent test or inspection procedure and thereby detrimentally affecting product yield.
Finally, if the variation is not caught at a test operation (DCLIV or Nearfield), the process
variation may take the form of reliability problems. In a best case scenario, the fluctuation
in reliability is screened out during the bum-in operation within the laser diode
manufacturing facility, as lasers that degrade significantly beyond acceptable levels are
scrapped. In a worst case scenario, such reliability deviations may not become apparent
until the lasers are in the HeliosTM system at customer sites.
Variation in
Product
Design
Parameters
'...: .. .... . ..... . . ...... .. 
....::.. .....
Product :
Performance
Variability
. .......
Figure 2.5 - A variation model for the laser diode
In reality, there should be a network of connections between the boxes under "process
variation" and the boxes under each of the other categories. For example, variation in
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both epitaxy and active region definition processes may result in fluctuations in the gain
coefficient. In order to not sufficiently disrupt the concept presented by the model in
Figure 2.5, however, we will leave the network of connections omitted.
For our purposes, it is necessary to develop a more simplified variation model. This
simplified variation model for laser diode manufacturing is shown in Figure 2.6. Not only
does this model represent a simplified version of the model shown in Figure 2.5, but it also
depicts a more realistic task for this thesis research. This model plays a major role in the
development of this thesis research, and will be referred to on numerous occasions in
subsequent portions of this report.
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. .- ... .. . .... ......
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Figure 2.6 - A simplified variation model for laser diode manufacturing
Via this simplified model, this thesis concentrates on the facet coating process.
Specifically, we contend that variations in facet coating result in fluctuations in reflectivity,
which affects threshold current performance. In the case of threshold current (Ith),
although all laser diodes are tested at DCLIV (electrical and optical test - explained in
section entitled "Variation Metrics" in Chapter 3), no product has been scrapped for not
meeting the specification for threshold current. Therefore, process variability which
affects changes in product yield does not apply in the context of this simplified model.
Finally, we aspire to determine if the facet coating process variation affects product
reliability.
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The Linkages in the Variation Model
In order to model the propagation of variability within laser diode manufacturing, it is
necessary to understand quantitatively how each element of the variation model is linked
to the next element. This was accomplished through a combination of means, including
tapping into empirical research, using theoretical models of the physics of waves and
optics, modeling the underlying device physics of the laser diode, performing regression
analysis, and utilizing other statistical modeling techniques. The goal of establishing these
links was the following. If we understood how (i) the coating process was linked to
reflectivity, (ii) reflectivity was linked to threshold current, and (iii) threshold current was
tied to reliability, then we could make effective predictions about how reducing process
variation could result in improvements in reliability. The techniques used to build those
linkages are labeled directly on Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7 - Establishing linkages in the variation model
Figure 2.7 succinctly describes the tasks undertaken during this thesis research. Similar to
Figure 2.6, it will also be referred to during the remainder of this thesis. Although it is
impossible to model each link accurately, this research attempts to quantify them, or at
least to determine whether or not causality exists. The work performed to establish these
linkages is detailed in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 3: Quantifying the Variation
Data
The group at Polaroid in Norwood was very diligent in collecting data from their
electrical, optical, and reliability test operations (referred to as C-block integrated test,
burn-in test, and package laser DCLIV/optical test in Figure 1.4). From this effort, a
wealth of archived data in dBASE's .dbf format was available on computer disk and
backed up on digital tape. This information encompasses the period from January of
1994 through the completion of the internship (December of 1994). Other data for
preceding periods was also available, but was collected on paper rather than digitally.
The bulk of the data collected was specific to the electrical and optical performance of the
laser diodes, including, threshold current, operating current, operating voltage, resistance,
slope efficiency, average optical power, and responsivity. Manufacturing process data
and statistical process control data were collected either manually in notebooks or on
personal computers within each production operation.
Figure 3.1 provides an overview of how production lots are created. The full wafer
arrives at Polaroid in Cambridge, MA with the epitaxial processes complete (refer to
Figure 1.3). The wafer is given a wafer number (also called an implant number) such as
524. After active region definition and metalization in Cambridge, the wafer is broken
into quarter sections. The wafer is then inspected visually, and broken into defect-free
usable sections. This section is assigned a designator corresponding to the wafer from
which it originated. The section identifications are typically based on the assumption that
one wafer generates four sections, and are therefore labeled 524 section A, 524 section B,
524 section C, or 524 section D. In the case that one quarter section may result in several
usable sections, additional letters may be utilized. Several lasers are produced and tested
from each usable section in order to qualify the particular section of material.
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Figure 3.1 - The lot creation process
If the usable section is deemed acceptable, it is sent to the Norwood facility for further
processing. Here, the usable section is cleaved into bars containing multiple lasers.
During the coating operation bars are loaded into coating fixtures. A number is assigned
incrementally to each coating run such as CR187, CR188, etc. Furthermore, production
data will indicate the exact fixture in which the lasers were placed during the coating run.
After coating, bars that pass visual inspection are "chipped" into the individual lasers.
During bonding, each laser is assigned the identification number of the C-block to which
it is bonded. This number is commonly known as the LASER-ID. Although lasers are
sometimes regrouped into smaller lots during the bonding operation, during the
remainder of the manufacturing process they are always referenced by the laserid, wafer
number, section letter, and coating run.
Variation Metrics
I chose threshold current, also referred to as Ith, to be used in the quantification of product
performance variability. The literature survey revealed that a great deal of empirical
work had been conducted regarding how the design and processing of laser diodes can
affect the lasers' threshold current performance. In addition, a Polaroid engineer8
8 John Scoledge. Polaroid Corporation. Personal conversation, 6/29/94.
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recommended the use of this parameter as well as some others such as slope efficiency.
Although other parameters such as operating current and operating voltage were initially
considered, the amount of previous work performed using Ith as a basis for analysis
indicated that threshold current was a de facto standard when discussing laser diode
performance. Some analysis was undertaken using operating current, but it will not be
discussed in this thesis.
In essence, the ability of the junction diode to exhibit a threshold current differentiates a
laser from an LED (light emitting diode). Hence the device physics, laser design, and the
processes that affect threshold current are critical to the overall nature of the laser. In
addition, threshold current is a specific number, and can be compared easily among lasers
of very unique construction such as double heterostructure (DH), graded-index separate
confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH) and quantum well (QW). It is for these reasons
that threshold phenomena are so often used to characterize laser diode operation.
Specifically, this thesis will evaluate threshold current as an indicator of device variation
and investigate those processes that may affect threshold current. In some instances,
other metrics such as slope efficiency and operating current will also be used to gauge
variation. The DCLI curve (Direct Current, Light versus current {I}), originates from a
standard test to measure the electrical vs. optical performance of the laser, and is shown
in Figure 3.2 with labels explaining the variation metrics that will be employed.
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Operating
ficiency
Figure 3.2 - DCLI curve for a typical laser diode
Data Analysis Overview
The data which was analyzed was collected on customized testing equipment developed
by Polaroid. The equipment is controlled by an IBM compatible personal computer (PC)
with customized test software. The data was gathered on the hard disk of the PC, which
was backed up to tape every week, and stored in a dBASE file format (.dbf). The
analysis was conducted by first importing the .dbf file into Microsoft Access, a database
analysis package.
Using Microsoft Access, the test data files were first queried to extract the relevant
information for the analysis (wafer number, coating run number, test date, test time, and
other electrical test information). Only select data fields were queried, as much of the
information within the file was not needed for the analysis. Then the files were indexed
(ordered) by wafer number, and coating run for subsequent analysis. Once the data files
were created, they were sorted by laserid, date, and time. Prior to June of 1995 lasers
were tested both before and after bum-in, while after June of 1995 lasers were tested only
after bum-in. In order to maintain consistency, only the first test on record for each laser
was utilized. This change in the testing procedure meant that the analyses of tests
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performed prior to June included some lasers that would later be deemed rejects after the
burn-in operation. Conversely, analyses of tests performed after June included only
lasers that passed the burn-in operation. Such a change in the testing could have biased
the data, but since the change was not made in the middle of a coating run, data within
each coating run was homogeneous with respect to test results. Finally, all lasers which
failed electrical, optical, or visual tests were removed from the data files, as it was
believed that lasers that were eventual failures may perform in a way that could skew the
data. Individual data files were then created from Microsoft Access in Microsoft Excel
(.XLS) format based on each individual wafer and coating run. Once this was complete,
the data was imported into Excel and analyzed using the analysis functions included in
Excel for summary statistics, histograms, regression analysis, ANOVA, and F-tests. The
results of these analyses will be presented in the remainder of this thesis.
Analysis of Wafer Lots
The first level of analysis quantifies the variability of threshold current in populations
grouped by wafer sections (implant number).
Implant No. 478A
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Figure 3.3 - Sample histogram of threshold currents by wafer
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In total, 13 populations of lasers grouped by wafer section were analyzed for threshold
current and slope efficiency. The total number of lasers within these groups was over
3500. Figure 3.3 shows a sample histogram of threshold current for an implant number.
This particular histogram does not exhibit a Gaussian distribution, but one that is close to
a bi-modal. This was an important signal, and confirmed the plan to stratify and analyze
the data further by threshold current of coating run. Appendix A contains similar
histograms to Figure 3.3 for all implant numbers analyzed.
Table 3-1 shows a summary of the statistics generated from the wafer level analyses. In
general, the different implant numbers exhibited very different means for threshold current,
ranging from a maximum of 304.17 mAmps to a minimum of 247.97 mAmps.
Furthermore, the standard deviations were high, ranging from 16.70 mAmps to 34.31
mAmps. Given the statistics of the normal distribution, we would use ± 3a to characterize
the distribution of threshold currents. Therefore, implant number 485A would result in
lasers with a range of threshold current performances, from a maximum of 389 mAmps to
a minimum of 217.3 mAmps. The average coefficient of variation of threshold current,
which is (100)s/ X, is 9.3, will be referred back to in the next section. Slope efficiency
seemed more consistent than threshold current, but also exhibited a high standard
deviation. The average coefficient of variation of slope efficiency was much lower at 3.0.
Table 3.1 - Summary statistics grouped by implant number
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Implant Ih Coefficient Slope Efficiency Coefficient No. of
No. Average Std. Dev. Max Min of Variation Average Std. Dev. of Variation Samples
478A 247.97 32.48 308.9 178.8 13.1 1.023 0.042 4.1 385
481A 304.17 21.00 375.4 283.1 6.9 1.008 0.039 3.9 42
483A 278.16 34.31 346.4 181.5 12.3 1.043 0.035 3.4 731
484A 260.82 38.24 338.0 168.1 14.7 1.043 0.037 3.5 136
485A 303.22 28.64 350.3 209.8 9.4 1.022 0.051 5.0 78
486A 289.25 28.89 341.6 165.6 10.0 1.070 0.022 2.1 146
524A 287.77 20.79 333.0 247.0 7.2 0.968 0.017 1.8 15
525A 260.68 21.78 334.0 208.5 8.4 1.006 0.046 4.6 289
528A 272.54 27.24 340.4 209.8 10.0 1.013 0.020 2.0 883
530A 292.20 24.31 370.1 248.8 8.3 1.031 0.024 2.3 270
531A 282.80 22.16 341.1 245.6 7.8 1.026 0.021 2.0 396
539C 286.66 16.70 316.2 238.4 5.8 1.032 0.016 1.6 147
549C 269.51 19.31 308.3 240.3 7.2 1.017 0.024 2.4 43
Grand Averages: 279.67 25.83 93 1.023 0.030 3.0 Total: 3561
Analysis of Coating Runs
The next step was to analyze the data stratified by coating run. A total of 35 coating runs
were analyzed, all of which originated from the 13 wafers presented in Table 3.1. Figures
3.4 and 3.5 show the threshold current histograms for two coating runs, CR111 and
CR123, which both originated from wafer 478A. Once again, simple statistics and the
histograms shown were used for the analysis. Appendix B contains the threshold current
histograms generated for all lasers grouped by coating runs. Identical statistics were
generated for all coating runs. Unlike the bi-modal distribution shown in Figure 3.3,
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 more resemble the normal distribution.
Coating Run No. 111
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Figure 3.4 - Histogram of threshold currents by coating run from wafer 478A
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Figure 3.5 - Another histogram of threshold currents from wafer 478A
This confirmed that data by coating run demonstrates more classical statistical variation
based on threshold current, as outlined in Chapter 2. This statement is a result of the
conventional wisdom that normal variability will naturally assume the shape of a
Gaussian distribution, while it is abnormal variation that results in multi-modal
distributions or asymmetric patterns to the data. These conclusions spurred the desire to
look even deeper than the coating run, that being analysis by coating run fixtures.
Table 3.2 provides the summary statistics for lasers grouped by coating run, similar to the
way in which they were presented in Table 3.1. Threshold current averages by coating
run seem to vary about as much as they varied by wafer, as we can see a range of average
threshold currents from a maximum of 307.72 mAmps to a minimum of 241.01 mAmps,
compared to a maximum of 304.17 mAmps and a minimum of 247.97 mAmps for wafer
groupings. The standard deviations, however, for each coating run are significantly lower
that they were when grouped by wafer. Specifically, the average standard deviation of
threshold current for coating runs is 17.69 mAmps, as compared to 25.83 mAmps for
wafers lots. This implies that the populations of lasers grouped by wafer on average
perform at nearly the same level of threshold current as those grouped by coating run, but
there is less variation in each coating run than in each wafer lot. This could be a hint that
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the coating runs themselves may be inducing some variability to lasers originating from
the identical wafer section.
Another way of analyzing the variability was to consider the coefficient of variation for
each coating run. The coefficient of variation for coating run lots was 6.3, compared to
9.3 for wafer lots. This also indicates that there is more variability at the wafer level than
at the coating run level, and suggests that different coating runs originating from the same
wafer may be inducing some of the variation in threshold current. Such variation could
be caused by the coating process itself, or possibly by subsequent processes such as
bonding that are performed on lasers grouped by coating run lot. Further experiments
were required to narrow down to the root cause, and are the subject of Chapter 5.
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Table 3.2 - Summary statistics grouped by coating run
Coating Implant Ith Coefficient Slope Efficiency No. of
Run No. No. Average Std. Dev. Max Min of Average Std. Dev. Samples
054 486A 268.89 26.70 297.1 165.6 9.9 1.021 0.058 37
062 486A 307.72 14.64 341.6 283.7 4.8 1.023 0.038 24
063 486A 308.83 17.14 336.5 283.3 5.5 1.013 0.050 14
076 525A 249.93 20.35 319.6 224.6 8.1 1.013 0.033 61
077 525A 261.47 15.20 301.7 237.3 5.8 1.020 0.024 63
079 528A 241.01 12.92 277.0 214.7 5.4 0.992 0.018 88
081 528A 254.70 15.03 302.6 228.3 5.9 1.010 0.024 103
084 528A 234.48 13.22 256.1 209.8 5.6 1.006 0.013 82
088 524A 290.71 18.07 332.8 270.9 6.2 0.971 0.014 14
108 525A 252.00 14.85 299.2 210.2 5.9 0.988 0.037 95
111 478A 244.29 18.15 303.8 208.6 7.4 1.018 0.024 166
113 483A 302.07 16.59 346.4 268.6 5.5 1.026 0.027 124
119 483A 271.69 14.64 305.7 245.6 5.4 1.038 0.036 88
121 485A 307.65 22.82 350.3 259.0 7.4 1.074 0.011 141
122 525A 286.31 16.67 334.0 256.8 5.8 1.015 0.022 58
123 478A 276.93 14.62 311.7 253.7 5.3 1.036 0.029 150
124 481A 303.72 20.69 375.4 276.7 6.8 1.010 0.040 45
129 483A 294.84 17.27 338.7 231.9 5.9 1.069 0.018 172
131 531A 284.15 17.27 321.7 261.7 6.1 1.047 0.017 94
131Q 530A/531A 285.81 18.81 330.3 254.5 6.6 1.043 0.020 140
137 484A 283.69 19.37 338.0 247.7 6.8 1.062 0.024 93
140 483A 294.06 18.53 337.5 267.0 6.3 1.062 0.017 187
143 528A 263.12 15.91 307.3 239.3 6.0 1.019 0.015 155
146 528A 288.57 18.42 338.3 260.5 6.4 1.019 0.014 126
147 528A 292.81 17.31 340.4 267.0 5.9 1.009 0.021 118
149 528A 299.29 9.91 319.8 269.5 3.3 1.017 0.018 109
150 528A 290.50 16.35 324.5 245.3 5.6 1.027 0.011 102
155 530A 293.31 26.53 370.1 248.8 9.0 1.031 0.017 126
157W 539C 289.21 11.63 313.8 265.9 4.0 1.036 0.014 67
173 531A 285.09 23.25 341.1 253.7 8.2 1.021 0.017 196
180Q 539C 284.16 19.95 316.2 238.4 7.0 1.029 0.016 78
189 531A 267.06 11.93 287.3 254.1 4.5 1.033 0.010 30
193 530A 292.64 20.97 340.1 259.3 7.2 1.028 0.027 95
197Q 549C 269.51 19.31 308.3 240.3 7.2 1.017 0.024 43
200 531A 280.02 24.19 356.5 245.6 8.6 1.010 0.033 76
Grand Averages: 280.01 17.69 = 6.3 1.024 0.024 Total: 3360
The next set of analysis conducted was that of analysis of variance, or ANOVA. This
was performed for any wafers with at least 2 coating runs. The analysis was single factor
ANOVA, with F-tests for differences of the population threshold current means
conducted for both a = .01, and a = .05. The variable a indicates the significance level
of the ANOVA. For example, with a = .01, one can place a confidence of 99% = (1- a)
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on the results. Thep value (probability value) was also provided as another way of
determining whether the sample means were the same. The p value is generated during
the ANOVA, and is used to compare against the alpha value used in the test. If the
resulting p value from an ANOVA is much smaller than alpha, it confirms that the null
hypothesis should be rejected for the alpha selected (in these examples, the null
hypothesis claims that the sample means are the same). A sample of the ANOVA output
for the two coating runs shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 is illustrated in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 - ANOVA of 2 coating runs within 1 wafer
SUMMARY
Groups Count Sum Average Variance Std Dev.
Coating Run 111 166 40601.5 244.587 329.423 18.15
Coating Run 123 150 41431.0 276.207 213.744 14.62
ANOVA
Source of Variation SS df MS
Between Groups 78164.723 1 78164.723
Within Groups 87989.557 314 282.018
Total 166154.279 315
F-TEST Alpha =.05 Alpha = .01
F P-value F crit F crit
277.162 5.600E-45 3.871 6.717
Assuming the null hypothesis (Ho) that the threshold current means of the two subgroups
(coating runs) are the same, we would reject Ho based on two accounts. First, the F value
is greater than the critical F values for both the .01 and .05 significance levels. Secondly,
the p value is much smaller than both significance levels tested. Thus, we would reject
Ho and say that in terms of threshold current, the two subgroups (CR111 and CR123) are
different.
Table 3.4 displays a summary of the data from all of the ANOVA's conducted by wafer.
The null hypothesis Ho is rejected for all but two wafers. In one of these two cases (wafer
530A) there is insufficient evidence to conclude that the threshold current means are
different at the significance level (a) of .01. In another wafer (539C) we determined via
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both the F-test and the p value that at significance levels of both 95% and 99%, we have
insufficient evidence to conclude that the means from coating runs 157W and 180Q are
different.
Table 3.4 - Summary of ANOVA's for coating runs from the same wafer
In order to analyze the coating runs at a deeper level, similar analyses to those just
presented (histograms, ANOVA, F-tests) were conducted of populations grouped by
fixtures within coating runs. The results of these are presented in the next section.
Analysis of Fixtures within Coating Runs
Table 3.5 shows summary statistics of threshold current for six different fixtures within
coating run 129. Table 3.6 shows a sample of the ANOVA analysis conducted for
subgroup threshold current means by fixture within each coating run, in this example
coating run 129. The ANOVA is the same as that conducted for coating runs within a
wafer. Some of the coating runs had only one fixture of product that passed all yield
screens, therefore statistics similar to those found in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 were generated
for only 25 out of the 35 coating runs.
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Wafer No. of Coating Total No. P-Value F-Value F-Critical Comments
Runs Analyzed Samples a -. 05 a =.01
478A 2 316 5.600E-45 277.162 3.871 6.717 Ho is rejected
483A 3 230 3.978E-34 109.997 3.036 4.699 Ho is rejected
486A 3 76 8.451 E-09 24.240 3.122 4.908 Ho is rejected
525A 4 277 6.123E-31 62.882 2.638 3.854 Ho is rejected
528A 7 781 1.043E-195 293.872 2.110 2.825 Ho is rejected
530A 3 266 0.04718 3.0894 3.030 4.687 H ois rejected for 95%
confidence. Insufficient
evidence to conclude that means
are different w/ 99%
confidence.
531A 5 491 0.00011 5.978 2.390 3.357 Ho is rejected
539C 2 145 0.07035 3.324 3.907 6.816 Insufficient evidence to
conclude that means are
different w/ 95% and 99%
_~~~~~~~~~~~~i _ l
Table 3.5 - Summary statistics for coating run 129
Table 3.6 - Sample ANOVA for coating run 129
Table 3.7 summarizes all of the ANOVA's conducted for the threshold current of fixtures
within coating runs. In all cases but one, Ho was rejected. Within coating run 123, there
is insufficient evidence to conclude that the threshold current means are different with a
=.01. These results were confirmed for both F-test and p values. This tells us that for
every case but one, there are statistical differences in threshold current between the
fixtures within coating runs. These differences could be created by the coating process
itself, or by the following operations that may be performed on lasers sequenced or
segregated by the fixtures in which they were coated.
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SUMMARY
(G;roup. Count Sum Average Varianne VSid ievy
Fixture 1 22 6741.6 306.4364 151.3272 12.302
Fixture 2 39 11389 292.0256 215.2456 14.671
Fixture 3 48 13714.7 285.7229 225.3797 15.013
Fixture 4 11 3060.9 278.2636 239.5406 15.477
Fixture 5 19 5939 312.5789 209.4029 14.471
Fixture 6 33 9867.2 299.0061 189.4218 13.763
ANOVA
.Source f Variation SS d lf MS
Between Groups 16831.205 5 3366.2411
Within Groups 34176.206 166 205.8808
Total 511007.411 171
F-TEST Alpha = .05 Alpha = .01
F P-vallpe F crri F c ri t
16.35044 4.203E-13 2.2686 3.1293
Table 3.7 - Summary of ANOVA's for fixtures within coating runs
At this point in the thesis research, there was not sufficient evidence to conclude where
the variation is being introduced. The important goal of work described in this chapter
was to quantify the variation and provide some direction as to the future analysis that
should be undertaken. These goals were accomplished. In order to isolate the variation,
however, further experiments need to be conducted, the results of which are presented in
Chapter 5.
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Coating No. of Fixtures Total No. P-Value F-Value F-Critical Comments
Run Analyzed of =.05 a=.01
081 5 79 1.112E-09 16.443 2.496 3.584 Hois rejected
084 5 82 7.742E-11 18.846 2.491 3.573 Ho is rejected
108 5 95 .00355 4.220 2.473 3.535 Ho is rejected
111 7 167 3.444E-25 32.126 2.156 2.917 Ho is rejected
113 6 124 2.112E-12 16.621 2.291 3.176 Ho is rejected
119 6 88 .00098 4.581 2.326 3.249 Ho is rejected
123 6 147 .0183 2.825 2.278 3.149 Ho is rejected for 95%
confidence. Insufficient
evidence to conclude that
means are different w/ 99%
confidence.
124 2 42 1.215E-11 87.819 4.085 7.314 Ho is rejected
129 6 172 4.203E-13 16.350 2.269 3.129 Ho is rejected
131 2 94 5.059E-10 48.352 3.945 6.919 Ho is rejected
131q 4 140 9.399E-10 17.690 2.671 3.929 Ho is rejected
137 5 92 .00362 4.217 2.477 3.543 Ho is rejected
140 6 187 8.041E-27 38.534 2.264 3.120 Ho is rejected
143 6 155 2.352E-29 47.917 2.275 3.142 H is rejected
146 4 126 2.336E-27 74.104 2.679 3.946 Ho is rejected
147 5 115 9.869E-20 37.428 2.454 3.495 Ho is rejected
149 5 109 .00016 6.198 2.459 3.505 Ho is rejected
150 6 102 2.070E-16 25.779 2.309 3.214 Ho is rejected
155 6 126 2.841E-29 54.473 2.290 3.174 Ho is rejected
157W 4 67 .00212 5.459 2.751 4.109 Ho is rejected
173 5 192 4.203E-37 72.839 2.420 3.421 Ho is rejected
180q 4 78 1.375E-19 59.014 2.728 4.058 Ho is rejected
193 6 95 7.626E-10 13.580 2.317 3.230 Ho is rejected
197q 3 43 2.689E-12 55.779 3.232 5.179 Ho is rejected
200 4 72 2.179E-06 11.980 2.739 4.083 Ho is rejected
Chapter 4: Determining Causality
Overview
The next steps in the search for variation aim to determine the causes/sources of the
threshold current variability documented in the previous section. As suggested in Figure
2.7, in order to understand how variation propagates, one must establish the formal
linkages between process variability, product design parameter variation, product
performance fluctuations, changes in yield, and variations in product reliability.
The analysis presented in Chapter 3 quantified the variation of the threshold current of
laser diodes produced at Polaroid. Relating this to Figure 2.7, we began the analysis of
variation in the middle of the model, in the box entitled "Product Performance
Variability". In order to complete the variation model shown in Figure 2.7, we need to
integrate the boxes by constructing the linkages in the model. Therefore, the knowledge
of threshold current variation documented thus far must be linked back to the variability
in the manufacturing processes and forward to fluctuations in product reliability. The
research and analysis conducted to establish the linkages is the subject of this chapter.
The results are presented in the form of empirical findings, linear and multivariate
regression models, and a device physics model.
Empirical Findings
The literature survey unveiled several important findings. Threshold current was linked
to several design attributes including chip length9' 10 and active layer thickness' . These
9 Zory, P.S., Resinger, A.R., Mawst, L.J., Costrini, G., Zmudzinski, C.A., Emanuel,
M.A., Givens, M.E., and Coleman, J.J., "Anomalous length dependence of threshold
current for thin quantum well AlGaAs lasers", Electron. Lett., 1986, 22, pp. 475-477.
10 Resinger, A.R., Zory, P.S., Waters, R.G., "Cavity length dependence of the threshold
behavior in thin quantum well semiconductor lasers", IEEE J Quantum Electron., 1987,
QE-23, pp. 993-999.
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findings showed that there were processes over which Polaroid did have control that
contributed to variations in threshold current. Chip length was a design attribute that
resulted from the bar cleaving operation, conducted at the Norwood site. Active layer
thickness resulted from the MOCVD epitaxy process, however, and was performed by a
supplier to external to Polaroid. Polaroid specified the active layer thickness, but
depended on this supplier to meet that specification.
The third factor linked to threshold current was operating temperature . This is another
area where one of Polaroid's processes, the bonding of the laser diode to the C-block or
heatsink, had a potential effect on threshold current. Specifically, a poor bond to the
heatsink may result in poor transfer of heat away from the laser, thus raising its operating
temperature. Operating temperature can also be affected by poor optical coatings, which
cause local heating at the laser facet's surface. This local facet heating phenomenon
could potentially be the result of poor stoichiometry of the facet material, or oxidation on
the surface of the facet. Since the bonding and facet coating processes were also
performed at the Norwood facility, these areas represented potential impacts on operating
temperature (and therefore threshold current) that were within Norwood' s control.
Another set of important empirical findings linked threshold current to downstream
reliability of laser diodes. Such findings, detailed in several research papers, were the
potential roles that current density13, operating temperature'4 , and device fabrication
I Nahory, R.E., and Pollack, M.A., "Threshold dependence on active-layer thickness in
InGaAsP/InP D.H. lasers", Electron. Lett., 1978, 14, pp. 727-729.
12 Zory, P.S., Resinger, A.R., Waters, R.G., "Anomalous temperature dependence of
threshold for thin quantum well AlGaAs diode lasers", Appl. Phys. Let., 1986, 49, pp. 16-
18.
13 Fukagai, K., Ishikawa, S., Endo, K., and Yuasa, T., "Current density dependence for
dark-line defect growth velocity in strained InGaAs/GaAs quantum well laser diodes",
Jap. J of Appl. Phys., 1991, 30, pp. 371-373.
14 Ritchie, S., Godfrey, R.F., Wakefield, B., and Newman, D.H., "The temperature
dependence of degradation mechanisms in long-lived (GaAl)As DH lasers", J Appl.
Phys., 1978, 49, pp. 3127-3132.
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parameters i s, played in long term reliability of laser diodes. Furthermore, reliability was
also correlated to the quality of the facet16' 1 71 8 19 20' 21 . Finally, the impact of the facet
coating process and facet reflectivity was well established, relying on established theories
for the physics of waves and optics22, and supplemented by respected empirical work23 24 .
There exists empirical evidence to suggest that not only was the threshold current
affected by the laser diode facets, but that the quality of the facets had a direct role in the
laser's long term reliability. This empirical evidence was found in a myriad of published
research. Furthermore, the analysis presented in Chapter 3 showed that there were
statistically significant differences in threshold current between coating runs from the
same wafer. This provided overwhelming evidence to conduct further analysis in the area
of the coating process. Specifically, we sought to explore to processes affecting the
quality of the facet and establish the cause-and-effect relationship between the coating
process, threshold current performance, and laser diode reliability.
15 Ladany, I., and Kressel, H., "Influence of device fabrication parameters on gradual
degradation of (AlGa)As cw laser diodes", Appl. Phys. Let., 1974, 25, pp. 708-710.
16 Ettenberg, M., Sommers, H.S., Kressel, H., and Lockwood, H.F., "Control of facet
damage in GaAs laser diodes", Appl. Phys. Let., 1971, 18, pp. 571-573.
17 Chinone, N., Nakashima, H., and Ito, R., "Long-term degradation of GaAs-GalAlxAs
DH lasers due to facet erosion", J. Appl. Phys., 1977, 48, pp. 1160-1162.
18 Shima, Y., Chinone, N., and Ito, R., "Effects of facet coating on the degradation
characteristics of GaAs-Ga.AlAs DH lasers", Appl. Phys. Let., 1977, 31, pp. 625-627.
'9 Yuasa, T., Ogawa, M., Endo, K., and Yonezu, H., "Degradation of (AlGa)As DH laser
due to facet oxidation", Appl. Phys. Let., 1978, 32, pp. 119-121.
20 Nash F. R., and Hartman, R.L., "Facet oxide formation and degradation of GaAs
lasers", J. Appl. Phys., 1979, 50, pp. 3133-3141.
21 Tang, W.C., and Rosen, H.J., "Evidence for current-density-induced heating of
AlGaAs single-quantum-well laser facets", Appl. Phys. Let., 1991, 59, pp. 1005-1007.
22 Saleh, B.E.A., and Teich, M.C., Fundamentals of Photonics, 1991, Chapter 5, John
Wiley & Sons. New York.
23 Ladany, I., Ettenberg, M., Lockwood, H.F., Kressel, H., "A1203 half-wave films for
long-life cw lasers", Appl. Phys. Let., 1977, 30, pp. 87-88.
24 Ettenberg, M., "A new dielectric facet reflector for semiconductor lasers", Appl. Phys.
Let., 1978, 32, pp. 724-725.
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Laser Facets and the Coating Process
Referring once again to Figure 2.7, the variation model, we see that between the coating
process (process variability) and threshold current (product performance variability) is
facet reflectivity (product design attribute). Given the established theoretical and
empirical linkages between the coating process and the facet reflectivity2 5' 26, the initial
modeling concentrated on establishing the quantitative link between facet reflectivity and
threshold current.
The laser diode had both a front and a rear facet. The nominal reflectivity for the front
facet was 15%, and the specified reflectivity of the rear was a minimum of 95%. These
mirror facets on the front and rear of the laser caused the emitted light within the optical
cavity of the laser to propagate back and forth until it became monochromatic (single
wavelength) and of sufficient optical power.
The optical coating was applied using a state-of-the-art e-beam evaporative deposition
coater. Several coating parameters were monitored and collected during the coating run
including the deposited thickness of each layer, the run time to deposit each layer, the
chamber temperature, and chamber pressure. The coater depended on ultra-high vacuum
to perform its process.
After the coating was complete, the lasers, which had been secured in the coating fixtures
during the process, were removed. Each of the potential bars are then visually inspected
after the coating process. A 2" silicon witness wafer, which is also secure in the chamber
during the coating run, is removed to take reflectivity measurements. The wafer ideally
has the same applied optical coating on its front and back as is on the front and rear facets
of the laser diode. Several measurements of reflectivity are made using a laser
reflectometer, and a decision is made as to whether or not the lasers from that coating run
meet the specification for reflectivity.
25 Ladany, I., et al.
26 Ettenberg, M., et al.
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Product-Process Regression Models
Several initial attempts were made to perform regression modeling between the front and
rear facet reflectivities of the coating run, and the average and standard deviation of
threshold current and operating current for lasers from that coating run. The results of
these preliminary regression models are outline in Table 4.1. Overall, the initial results
were fair with a very wide range. The correlation coefficients from these models ranged
from as low as .00068% to as high as 29.9%. In some cases, coating runs with fewer than
50 samples were removed from the regression model, as there was a question regarding
the statistical significance of that data.
Table 4.1 - Results from initial regression models
With further analysis of the data, it was determined that the reason for the poor
correlation between facet reflectivity and threshold current was due to the inclusion of
several coating runs made by another Polaroid facility earlier in the year. There appeared
to be some significant differences between the reflectivities that had been measured at
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Dependent and Independent Variables Comments Correlation
Coefficient - R2
Rear Facet Reflectivity vs. Threshold Current All coating runs .00286
Front Facet Reflectivity vs. Threshold Current All coating runs .0968
Rear Facet Reflectivity vs. Operating Current All coating runs .00951
Front Facet Reflectivity vs. Operating Current All coating runs .0698
Rear Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of Only coating runs with a .01875
Threshold Current population of lasers > 50
Front Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of Only coating runs with a .0034
Threshold Current population of lasers > 50
Rear Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of Only coating runs with a .0000068
Operating Current population of lasers > 50
Front Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of Only coating runs with a .2993
Operating Current population of lasers > 50
Rear Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of All coating runs .14319
Operating Current
Front Facet Reflectivity vs. Std. Dev. of All coating runs .06708
Operating Current
their facility, and the reflectivities measured in Norwood. One possibility, although never
explored, was that their reflectometer was not calibrated or correlated to the Norwood
equipment.
Coating run data from this facility was removed from the data set and additional
regression modeling was conducted. The first reasonable model built is depicted in
Figure 4.1. It is a simple linear model, and regresses the front facet reflectivity for
coating runs against the average threshold for the coating run. It is described by the
following linear equation:
Ith = 463.050 - 1260.106 Ro
Where:
Ith is the threshold current
Ro is the front facet reflectivity
The model shown in Figure 4.1 resulted in a correlation coefficient, R2 , of 54.95%.
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Figure 4.1 - Model 1 product performance-process linear regression
The next regression model attempted (model 2) was that of a multivariate regression.
This was done in an attempt to include both front and rear facet reflectivity in the model.
Scatter plots for both front facet reflectivity versus threshold current, and rear facet
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I
reflectivity versus threshold current are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. This model is
described by the following equation:
Ith = -171.925 - 1365.223.Ro + 683.496 Rb
Where:
Ith is the threshold current
Ro is the front facet reflectivity
Rb is the rear facet reflectivity
The multivariate regression model shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 resulted in a correlation
coefficient, R2, of 55.81%.
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Figure 4.2 - Model 2 product performance-process multivariate regression
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Figure 4.3 - Model 2 product performance-process multivariate regression
In reviewing some of the underlying device physics of threshold current performance, it
was decided to build a multivariate regression model where threshold current was also
regressed against the reciprocal of the product of the facet reflectivities. The results of
this multivariate regression model (model 3) are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. This
model is described by the equation:
Ih = - 29.269 - 2258.934 Ro + 75237.22 Rb -18.764 I
Ro Rb
The model shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 resulted in an R2 value of 56.16%.
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Finally, a fourth model was constructed. This model attempted to build on some of the
previous learnings from the other regression models, and.also incorporated the knowledge
of the device physics from the theoretical work uncovered. The results were a linear
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regression model, with threshold current regressed against simply a transformed variable
which was the natural log of the reciprocal of the product of the facet reflectivities. The
results of this final linear regression model (model 4) are shown in Figure 4.6. The best
fit line is described by the following equation:
Iih = - 86.770 + 184.3921 · In
Ro· Rb
The model shown in Figure 4.5 resulted in a correlation coefficient, R2, of 54.146%.
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Figure 4.6 - Model 4 product performance-process transformed variable regression
A summary of the results for the linear and multivariate regression models presented in
this chapter is shown in Table 4.2. Although none of the models exhibit extremely strong
correlation, we can say that approximately 56% of the variation in average threshold
current by coating run is explained by the variation in front and rear facet reflectivity.
Following the information in Table 4.3 is a sample of the ANOVA and regression output
for model 1. The t-statistics for each variable in the multivariate regressions indicated
that for significance levels of .05, the coefficients were considered statistically significant
in explaining the variability in the response variable (threshold current).
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Table 4.2 - Summary of product performance-process regression models
Table 4.3 - Sample regression and ANOVA output
We have now established the upstream causal linkage between product performance and
design attributes in terms of facet reflectivities. Next, we will attempt to determine the
downstream causal linkage between product performance (threshold current) and product
reliability determined by the bum-in operation. We can conclude this section by stating
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Regression Dependent Coefficients
Model Variable(s) Bo B1 B2 B R2 F F-significant
I R. 463.050 -1260.106 --- --- 0.5495 18.293 4.54
2 Ro, Rb -171.925 -1365.223 683.496 --- 0.5581 18.945 4.54
3 RoRo, I/RoRb 29.269 -2258.934 75237.22 -18.764 0.5616 32.028 4.24
4 1/RoRo -86.770 184.3921 --- 0.5414 17.712 4.54
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.741253655
R Square 0.549456982
Adjusted R Square 0.51942078
Standard Error 18.14938783
Observations 17
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 1 6025.7714 6025.771 18.293158 0.00066167
Residual 15 4941.0041 329.4002
Total 16 10966.775
Coefficients Std. Error tStat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%
Intercept 463.050629 44.36863 10.43644 2.84E-08 368.4810698 557.62019
FF Reflectivity -1260.1062 294.62040 4.277052 0.000662 -1888.07517 -632.13734
that coating process variation specific to facet reflectivity does impact threshold current
performance, and that a good correlation exists between the two.
Product-Reliability Regression Models
The next sequence in the analysis was to attempt to link variations in product
performance to fluctuations in product reliability. Given the desired outcome of this
work, which is to be able to predict product reliability given the average threshold current
for a coating run, this was a critical exercise. Given the connection established between
the coating process and the threshold current in the previous section, it would be desirable
to be able to adjust the coating process so as to maximize reliability. This was not the
case, however, as no correlation was seen between threshold current and bum-in yield.
The first regression model built (model 1) was a simple linear model, with average
threshold current as the dependent variable. The results were very poor, with a
correlation coefficient of only .85%. The line fit plot is shown in Figure 4.7, and one can
easily see that the best fit line is nearly flat, with no dependency on threshold current.
Any hypothesis that correlated threshold current to bum-in yield was now disproved.
Bum-in Yield vs. Threshold Current
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Figure 4.7 - Model 1 product performance-reliability regression
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The next iteration of the threshold current-bum-in yield regression model involved a
simple assumption. Given that some lasers will fail the bum-in process as a dead laser
(defined as a laser that effectively stops working), they should be removed from the data
set as they likely have inherent electro-optical defects that make them inappropriate for
the regression model. Therefore, all lasers which died were removed from the data, and
the regression model was constructed again. The results for the second linear regression
model (model 2) are shown in the plot in Figure 4.8. The correlation coefficient, R2, for
this model was as poor as that of model 1 at .28%. Surprisingly, removing the dead
lasers did not affect the outcome, and in fact made the model marginally worse.
Adjusted Bum-in Yield vs. Threshold Current
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Figure 4.8 - Model 2 product performance-reliability regression
The next model took the assumption forward regarding removing dead lasers from the
data set, and made a new hypothesis. While the first models hypothesized that threshold
current was correlated to bum-in yield, the new hypothesis was that the degree of
variability in threshold current was correlated to bum-in yield. Therefore, instead of
using average threshold current (by coating run) for the linear regression, the standard
deviation of threshold current (by coating run) was used for the regression. The model
built is shown in Figure 4.9, and exhibited a correlation coefficient that was better than
models 1 and 2, at 3.75%. With a correlation coefficient this low, the model was not
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adequate to be considered a successful regression. A slope to the best fit line is apparent,
although the scatter of data about that line confirms the inadequacy of this model.
Adjusted Bum-in Yield vs. Stdev. of Threshold Current
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Figure 4.9 - Model 3 product performance-reliability regression
Finally, noticing two outliers in Figure 4.9, they were removed and the regression was
run again, with the standard deviation of threshold current by coating run being retained
as the dependent variable. This time the model yielded a modest improvement to the R2
value, arriving in at 6.02%, but is still indicative of no correlation existing. The results of
this regression, model 4, are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 - Model 4 product performance-reliability regression
The summary of the results from the four regression models just presented are shown in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 - Summary of product performance-reliability regression models
Given the data analyzed, the assumptions used, the attempts made, and the poor results
realized, it can now be stated that there is no correlation between bum-in yield and
threshold current (average or standard deviation).
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Devices Physics Models
In an effort to bring further understanding to the relationship covered in the section
described under "Product-Process Regression Models", some devices physics models
were uncovered during a search through relevant course notes and academic text books
and2 72 82 9. The model to be described originates from Zory, although all models were
nearly identical and differed primarily in their use of terminology. Most models were
based on threshold current density, but were easily converted to threshold current with
knowledge of the active region dimensions.
The equation of threshold current is given by:
I= w-L.- +B.j.
where:
W is the width of the active region
L is the cavity length
d is the active region thickness
l1sp is the spontaneous efficiency
13 is the differential gain coefficient
ai is the intrinsic mode loss
Ro is the reflectivity of the front facet
Rb is the reflectivity of the rear facet
r is the optical confinement factor
Jtr is the transparent current density
27 Sze, S.M., Physics of Semiconductor Devices, New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1981,
p. 723.
28 Zory, P.S., Course Notes: Diode Lasers, 12/93, pp. D8-D 15.
29 Fukuda, M., Reliability and Degradation of Semiconductor Lasers and LEDs, Boston:
Artech House, 1991, p. 50.
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The intent of uncovering and using this model was to better understand the factors
affecting threshold current from a device physics level. For example, given a change in
cavity length of a given amount, what is the impact to threshold current. The equation
listed above allowed us to manipulate the model and perform a sensitivity analysis with
it. The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 - Zory model sensitivity analysis
Parameter Percent Change in Response in threshold
parameter current
W 1% 1.00%
L 1% 0.22%
d 1% 1.00%
sp 1% -0.99%
13 1% -0.99%
ai 1% 0.22%
Ro 1% -0.40%
Rb 1% -0.40%
r 1% -0.89%
jtr 1% 0.10%
Understanding these relationships allowed us to determine the direction of analysis and
experimentation outlined in the next chapter. As an example, based on this knowledge
and on the empirical evidence cited earlier in this chapter, one of the inquiries undertaken
was to analyze the process capability of the cleaving process, which controls the chip
length of the laser diodes. In the equation given, and in Table 4.5, the parameter
representing the chip length is that of L, the cavity length.
The other value that this model provided was to plot the actual threshold current
performance of HeliosTM laser diodes against their calculated theoretical performance
given some assumptions regarding their design attributes. This type of analysis could
potentially help us understand the variation in threshold current that might be acceptable,
given the theoretical performance.
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The next step in constructing the device physics model was to arrive at the laser diode
design attributes for the HeliosTM laser. These parameters are outlined in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 - Design attributes for the HeliosTM laser
Symbol Value Units
Ith calculated mAmps
W 0.01 cm
L 0.05 cm
d 0.016 mm
lisp 0.8 ---
1 44.00 cm-mm/kAmp
ai 3 cm1'
Ro 15.00% percent
Rb 95.00% percent
r 0.02 ---
Jtr 4.10 kAmps/cm2-mm
These parameters were arrived at through several sources30' 31' 3233. The model was then
built using an Excel spreadsheet, and run by coating run (with the actual reflectivities for
the coating run) in order to calculate an expected threshold current. This value was then
compared against the actual average threshold currents by coating run provided in our
preliminary data analysis presented in Chapter 3. The results from the model are shown
in Table 4.7, and include the delta between the actual average Ith and the calculated Ith,
and the percent delta.
Op. cit., pp. D8-D15.
31 Beyea, D., Dixon, T., Polaroid Corporation. Meeting, 11/1/94.
32 Sze, p.715.
33 Wagner, D.K., Waters, R.W., Tihanyi, P.L., Hill, D.S., Roza, A.J., Vollmer, H.J.,
Leopold, M.M., "Operating characteristics of single-quantum-well AlGaAs/GaAs high-
power lasers", IEEE J. Quantum Electron., 1988, QE-24, pp. 1258-1265.
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Table 4.7 - Calculated results from the device physics model
Coating No. of Samples Front Facet Rear Facet Average Ith for Std Dev of Ith Calculated Delta from % Delta
Run in run Reflectivity Reflectivity Ctng Rn Threshold Actual
Current
054 38 0.149 0.952 265.31 34.38 258.818 6.492 2.447%
062 24 0.151 0.955 307.72 14.64 256.945 50.775 16.500%
063 14 0.139 0.947 308.83 17.14 267.311 41.519 13.444%
076 61 0.171 0.955 249.93 20.35 242.811 7.119 2.848%
077 63 0.158 0.952 261.47 15.2 252.153 9.317 3.563%
079 88 0.182 0.963 241.01 12.92 234.778 6.232 2.586%
081 103 0.166 0.953 254.7 15.03 246.421 8.279 3.250%
084 82 0.17 0.952 234.48 13.22 243.835 -9.355 -3.990%
088 14 0.146 0.954 290.71 18.07 260.891 29.819 10.257%
108 95 0.15 0.946 251.65 15.15 258.776 -7.126 -2.832%
111 167 0.148 0.95 244.59 18.49 259.822 -15.232 -6.228%
113 124 0.122 0.953 302.07 16.59 281.418 20.652 6.837%
119 88 0.1425 0.957 271.69 14.64 263.291 8.399 3.091%
123 147 0.135 0.951 276.21 14.63 270.150 6.060 2.194%
124 42 0.133 0.945 304.17 21 272.566 31.604 10.390%
129 18 0.143 0.95 309.1 13.58 263.728 45.372 14.679%
131 26 0.142 0.95 288.1 17.36 264.525 23.575 8.183%
The data from the model is plotted in Figure 4.11. Although in some cases there is good
agreement, in others there is not, and it is our goal to explain the deviation. Furthermore,
the data points representing the average measured threshold current (shown as an open
circle on the graph) is an average value. For each of those averages there exists
significant variation (as measured by 3 around the mean). Therefore, we also will
attempt to explain the variation within each coating run which is implied by the plotted
average values.
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Figure 4.11 - Plot of measured vs. calculated results for Ith
The next chapter will describe the additional experiments that were run in order to
explain the variation. The design of the experiments were guided by the knowledge
gained from the empirical work reviewed, the statistical analyses conducted, the
regression models built, and the insight provided by the device physics model.
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Chapter 5: Further Experimentation and Analysis
Overview
The significant amount of analysis that was presented in the previous chapters
nonetheless left many unanswered questions. Specifically, where was the variability in
threshold current being introduced? This chapter describes the investigation of several
possible options: (i) the cleaving process, which results in variation in chip length; (ii) the
bonding process which results in variability in laser operating temperature; (iii) the
coating process which causes changes in coating reflectivity; (iv) spatial variation in the
wafer; and (v) poor test equipment repeatability. The goal was to identify, by process of
elimination, where variability was being introduced at the process level.
Test Equipment Repeatability Analysis
A significant source of error within any data collection or process monitoring activity is
that of measurement error. If significant enough, such error can overshadow the true
information being collected, result in misleading conclusions, and lead to misdirected
corrective actions. It is therefore desirable to determine the magnitude of the
measurement error. Such error can have several components. First, the measurement
equipment may not be accurate, i.e., it may not provide a true measurement as calibrated
against NISTt standards. Second, the measurement equipment may not be repeatable,
that is, will the same attribute measured several hours apart result in the same
measurement? Finally, is the measurement equipment reproducible; that is, if two
technicians measure the same part, would they arrive at the same number?
The question of gauge accuracy can only be addressed by having the measurement
equipment calibrated regularly. The issues of gauge repeatability and reproducibility,
however, can be determined by using some simple statistical tests that analyze repetitious
t National Institute of Standards and Technology.
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measurements of the same attribute. The DCLIV test equipment described in Chapter 2
was used to collect nearly all of the laser diode performance data for this research. In
order to have confidence in its ability to provide meaningful information, it is important
to understand the capability of the test equipment. This section explains the results of the
capability study that was performed.
Four analyses of repeatability and reproducibility were made using the data which was
generated. The analyses determined the effect of operator and machine variation on the
measurement of threshold current, operating current, and slope efficiency. A standard
test has been developed that makes the calculation of gauge and measurement
repeatability or reproducibility indices very simple. This standard test was used for this
experiment. A template of the analysis procedure is found in Appendix C. The tests are
based on the statistics of variability, and depend on such factors as the number of
operators used in the experiment, the number of measurement trials made, and the
removal of outlying data.
In order to provide some of the background information to the analysis conducted, Table
5.1 provides the chronology of events within the work, and Table 5.2 contains a key to
the four analyses conducted and the intention of each. Here, indium foil refers to a
metallic foil material that is used in the test fixture as a means of transferring heat from
the laser being tested to a cooling device. Over time, it becomes wrinkled, and is
replaced on a weekly basis. The tests were also designed to take into account the effects
of changing the indium foil.
Table 5.1 - Gauge repeatability test chronology
Date Description of event
9/30/94 1st Trial
9/30/94 2nd Trial (Immediately after 1st trial)
10/3/94 Indium Foil change
10/10/94 3rd Trial
10/14/94 4th Trial (Immediately before Indium foil change)
10/14/94 Indium Foil change
10/14/94 5th Trial (Immediately after Indium foil change)
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Table 5.2 - Key to analyses
The first analysis evaluated the repeatability of the DCLIV test equipment with no time
lapse (trials 1 and 2). The second analysis evaluated the effect of time lapse with no
indium change (trials 3 and 4). The third analysis determined the immediate effect of the
indium foil change (trials 4 and 5). Finally, the fourth analysis was a hybrid: it investigated
the effects of time and two indium foil changes, in addition to operator and machine
variation (trials 1, 3 and 5).
The results of the analyses are contained in Table 5.3. The raw data is included in the
Appendix D, as are all of the individual capability studies - threshold current, operating
current, and slope efficiency for each of the four analyses (12 in all).
Table 5.3 - DCLIV test equipment gauge repeatability
Repeat-
ability
Reproduc
-Iblity
Gauge
Capability
Analysis 1
Ith
.456
.73
.861
Iob
3.192
1.825
3.677
Slope
.0228
.0113
.0254
Analysis 2
Ith
2.28
.73
2.394
lot
8.132
7.442
11.02
Slove
.0131
.0121
.0178
Analysis 3
Ith
1.9
6.185
6.470
Iov
18.07
14.83
23.37
Slone
.0333
.010
.0346
Analysis 4
Ith
2.745
1.880
3.327
Ion
14.79
5.022
15.62
.0252
.0109
.0274
The numbers shown in Table 5.3 can be interpreted in the following way. For values of
repeatability, one can state that for situations like analysis 1 (successive measurements
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Analysis No. What the Analysis Determined
1 Repeatability with no time lapse (trials 1 and 2)
2 Repeatability with time lapse but no indium foil
change (trials 3 and 4)
3 Repeatability with the effect of the indium foil change
(trials 4 and 5)
4 Repeatability with the effects of time, two indium foil
changes, and operator and machine variation (trials
1, 3 and 5).
I l1
. |
_ 
Slone
with no time lapse) measurements of the same device will be within .456 mAmps for
threshold current, 3.192 mAmps for operating current, and .0228 mAmps for slope
efficiency. This repeatability value (for each analysis and for each test attribute) indicates
the confidence that you can place in your measurement.
The reproducibility value indicates how the measurement is affected if different people
perform the test. For example, the reproducibility results from analysis 1 indicate that
measurements of the same device made by different people with no time lapse can vary as
much as .74 mAmps for threshold current, 1.825 mAmps for operating current, and .0113
mAmps for slope efficiency. The overall gauge capability of the measurements is a
combined value for the repeatability and reproducibility. This provides a value for the
overall confidence in involving people taking successive measurements.
Analysis 1: The overall capability on the test equipment realized from this analysis was
excellent. The analysis used 10 successive measurements from the same 10 lasers to
determine the test equipment capability. The reproducibility of measuring threshold
current was measured to be higher than the repeatability, indicating that the test
equipment's capability at making repeatable measurements was better than two different
operators. For operating current, the reproducibility was lower, indicating that equipment
variation was more significant than operator variation. Values for slope efficiency were
acceptable.
Analysis 2: During this analysis (which included a time lapse with no indium foil
change), the reproducibility of threshold current was very low and was actually the same
calculated value as that realized in Analysis 1. The repeatability for threshold current was
significantly higher than that of Analysis 1, and indicates that over a period of time, the
repeatability of the test equipment suffers, while the operator variability was quite
acceptable. For operating current, both the reproducibility and repeatability were more
than twice the values from Analysis 1. This shows that over time, the measurement
capability of operating current suffers the most dramatically. The capability to measure
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slope efficiency over the elapsed time period did not suffer, and was nearly the same as
that found from successive measurements (Analysis 1).
Analysis 3: This analysis measured the effect of indium foil change on the measurement
capability. Here we observed some interesting results. First, for threshold current the
repeatability was adequate, but the reproducibility was very high. This indicates that
changing the indium foil has a dramatic effect on operator-to-operator variation. I do not
have an explanation for this phenomenon. Regarding operating current, both
reproducibility and repeatability were very high, and show that the prime effect of the
indium foil change was on the measurement of operating current. Slope efficiency
appeared to be unaffected.
Analysis 4: Analysis 4 was a hybrid and incorporated data taken over the course of two
weeks, which also encompassed two indium foil changes. These results can be
considered the most conservative estimates of the DCLIV's measurement capability.
Threshold current repeatability was higher than reproducibility, indicating that equipment
variation (rather than operator) was more prevalent. The repeatability of operating
current was very high, and nearly 3 times that of reproducibility. Once again, equipment
variability impedes the capability of operators to make the same measurements. Finally,
we see that slope efficiency is hardly affected over time. Threshold current capability
remained good during all analysis conducted. This observation instills confidence in the
analysis of the previous chapters, as nearly all of our analysis were based on threshold
current, which is a highly capable measurement according to these tests.
We can draw several conclusions from these tests.
1. The measurement capability is at its worst immediately before and
immediately after the indium foil has been changed.
2. The measurement capability is at its best during successive measurement (i.e.,
repeat measurements with no foil change).
3. Over time, the measurement capability of the equipment suffers.
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4. The measurement most affected by the test equipment capability is operating
current.
5. Equipment variation rather than operator variation is usually a more
significant detractor from measurement capability. The only exception is with
threshold current, where in some instances, operator-to-operator variation is
sometimes higher and sometimes lower than equipment variability.
Chip Length Measurements
As was uncovered by both the theoretical analysis using the Zory model (chapter 4) and
some of the empirical work located during the background research, threshold current
performance is linked to the length of the active region of the laser. The active region is
the cavity within the laser where the radiative recombination processes take place, and is
a function of the length of the chip between the front and rear facets of the laser. It was
therefore determined that control over chip length within the Norwood process should be
evaluated.
Chip length is effectively controlled by the scribing/cleaving process, which is performed
immediately before the coating operation. Here, sections of the wafer are taken, cleaved
into bars, and loaded into fixtures for the facet coating process. Figure 3.1 depicts when
this occurs in the lot creation process. When the bar is cleaved, the chip length (and
active region length) is defined. The target length is 500Olm, and the ability of the
cleaving process to achieve this nominal target is the subject of the analysis described in
this section.
Forty-three devices from eight different coating runs were measured for chip length. All
measurements were between 490 and 505 tm. Photographs were taken at 100X, and
were cross-calibrated to a chrome-on-glass standard that is NIST traceable. Basic
statistics such as average and standard deviation were calculated for each coating run.
Additionally, indices for process capability (both Cp and Cpk) were calculated. As the
cleave of one bar would likely result in lasers of the same chip length, it was important to
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gather lasers that had been cleaved from different bars. Therefore, lasers from nine
different bars were acquired which originated from eight different coating runs. This
insured that different bars from many cleaves were being measure, as were bars cleaved
on different days, allowing for potential drift in the operation of the cleaving equipment.
Results and are summarized in Table 5.4. The raw data and statistics can be found in
Appendix E.
Table 5.4 - Chip length process capability
Number of Samples 43
Population Average 497.442
Population Std Dev. 4.136
Cp .806 r 1.612 r
Cpk 1.012t 1.818f
These results indicate that the chipping process is in excellent control, although on some
occasions (as seen on the measurements taken from coating run 129 in Appendix E) there
was a slight shift away from the chip length target of 500 gm.
Given the results of chip length, we were able to rule the cleaving process out as a
potential contributor to threshold current variability. The other sources which were
evaluated and analyzed, to be presented in the following sections, are the coating process
and the possibility of spatial variability in the wafer.
Thermodynamic Models
Based on initial conversations with one of the faculty members supervising this
research3 4, I hypothesized that variations in the quality of the facet could be a result of
t Based on a chip length specification of 490-51 OCgm.
P Based on a chip length specification of 480-520gm.
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fluctuations in the evaporative deposition process. Specifically, changes in the vacuum
environment within the coating chamber or in the temperature of the source or target in
the chamber could alter the thermodynamic system, consequently changing the
stoichiometry and composition of the front and rear laser facets.
An analysis package called TEQWORKS was used to perform compositional analysis of
the evaporative deposition process. Specifically, based on a choice of reactant species
and the number of moles of each specie used in the reaction, the software computes
equilibrium compositions in the form of either mass fraction, mole fraction, or partial
pressures of the product species for a range of temperatures and pressures.
The graphs in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show one plot of the data generated by TEQWORKS.
Figure 5.1 is the equilibrium composition expressed as mass fraction of the product
species for temperatures between 1700 and 2800 °K. Figure 5.2 merely zooms in on a
particular area to illustrate the changes in mass fraction. Similar data was generated for
three different pressures (1E-6 Torr, 5E-7 Torr, and 1E-7 Torr), and for partial pressures
and mole fractions of the product species. The actual product species and their
stoichiometries have been disguised in the figures below so to protect the proprietary
content of the facets used on the HeliosTM laser diodes. This will not, however, prevent
meaningful conclusions from being drawn regarding the evaporative deposition process.
34 Professor Thomas Eagar, MIT Materials Science and Engineering Department,
Personal Conversation, 8/30/94.
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Equilibrium Compositions of Coating Evaporation Process (at Pressure 1E-7 torr)
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Figure 5.1- Thermodynamic model of evaporation process
Equilibrium Compositions of Coating Evaporation Process (at Pressure 1E-7 torr)
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Figure 5.2 - Changes in mass fraction of evaporative constituents
Figure 5.2 shows that slight changes in temperature (for example between 1750 K and
1850 K) produce large changes in the equilibrium mass fraction. This indicates that
although the goal of the facet coating process is to deposit the facet as a uniform
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thickness and stoichiometry, the stoichiometry may not be consistent. For a desired
number of product species to be deposited on either the front or rear facet, many more
than the desired number of species are actually being deposited. The additional
undesirable product species that are forming include both positive and negative ions, and
sub-oxides.
This suggests a potential for variation in the composition of the facet coating, which in
turn implicates fluctuations in facet reflectivity. From the theoretical analysis presented
in the device physics model and the end of Chapter 4, we also know that changes in facet
reflectivity will cause the performance of threshold current to fluctuate. From previous
research, we also know that evaporative deposition processes provide excellent thickness
uniformity among the product being coated, and excellent control over achieving a target
thickness. Evaporative deposition processes do not, however, provide, control over the
stoichiometry of the coating the same way that other processes do3 5. Additional methods
for applying coatings in a way that would maintain compositional control would be either
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sputtering, or vapor phase epitaxy (VPE). These other
processes involve significantly more expensive equipment, however, and are also more
difficult to operate.
Coating Thickness Measurements
Despite knowledge that e-beam evaporative deposition equipment used for the coating
process provided good thickness uniformity of the facet coating3 6, I believed that
measuring the coating might yield beneficial information. Measuring any object whose
thickness was on the order of hundreds of angstroms proved to be particularly
challenging.
35 Wolf, S., and Tauber, R. N., Silicon Processing for the VLSI Era. Volume 1 - Process
Technology, Sunset Beach, CA: Lattice Press, 1986, p. 375.
36 Ibid.
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The manner in which it was done was simple. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
photographs were taken of a sample of lasers' facets. Using the calibrated standard found
on the bottom of SEM micrographs, the lasers' facets were measured. Table 5.5 contains
the delta from the nominal thickness resulting from those measurements.
Table 5.5 - Coating thickness measurements
The population represents ten lasers from each of two coating runs. The average and
standard deviation of the delta from the nominal thickness value is given in the table.
The measurement technique was very crude, utilizing a mechanical compass, a steel
scale, and the scale provided by the SEM equipment on the photograph. The resulting
measurement resolution achieved using this technique was approximately 150A.
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Laser ID A from Nominal
K7059 -264
K7060 -190
K7087 -264
K7091 -116
K7095 -116
K7763 -264
K7516 -338
K7007 -42
K7724 -338
K7633 -412
L1258 -264
L1284 -634
L1286 -264
L1293 -338
L1263 -338
L1266 -264
L1269 -190
L1279 -116
L1331 -264
L1353 -412
Average A from
Nominal: -271.4
Standard Deviation
of A from Nominal: 127.96
It was very difficult to delineate on the SEM photographs where the facet coating began
and where the substrate ended. As a result the data in Table 5.5 should be viewed as
providing a qualitative indicator rather than a quantitative indicator of the consistency of
the coating thickness from laser to laser. What we learned from the analysis is that the on
a qualitative basis, there exists good coating thickness consistency from laser to laser
within a coating run. Based on the limitations of our measurement technique, we cannot
provide a measurement of how consistent that coating thickness is, nor can we calculate a
capability (Cp, Cpk) for that process.
Theoretical calculations were also carried out to verify the results. A point source model
of a physical vapor deposition process3 7 indicates a coating thickness uniformity across
all bars in a coating fixture of .01%. Both the theoretical calculations and the
measurements taken confirm what we expected: that a typical e-beam evaporation process
provides good thin-film thickness uniformity and the ability to achieve the desired
coating thickness.
Reflectivity Measurements
As mentioned in chapter 4, the reflectivity of the lasers was gauged by using a two-inch
silicon witness sample placed inside the coating chamber during the deposition process.
There have been doubts raised regarding whether a reflectivity measurement taken from a
two-inch, flat, silicon, wafer can be directly compared against a reflectivity measurement
taken from a 50 micron (m), gallium arsenide, laser which is obstructed in a coating
fixture. In short the materials, the sizes, the shapes, and the orientations of the witness
sample and the laser are completely different, yet the reflectivity from one is assumed to
be equivalent to reflectivity from the other. For this reason, I searched for a method to
measure the reflectivity of the facets directly.
37 MIT Class notes, 3.44 - Electronic Materials Processing, 10/19/93.
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Within Polaroid's Microelectronics development facility in Cambridge, MA, there
existed a machine that utilized a beam of coherent light, focused to a spot size of 10I m,
to measure the laser diodes' facet reflectivities. The equipment measured the front facet
reflectivity of the laser diode over a range of wavelengths specified by the user. Figure
5.3 shows the resulting output of the equipment, with front facet reflectivity in percent
reflectivity being plotted against wavelengths for a range between 820 and 840 nm.
Because of the way in which the laser is mounted on the C-block, the reflectivity of the
rear facet could not be measured using this equipment.
Figure 5.3 - Reflectivity of front facet over a range of wavelengths
The summary of the data collected for the forty-five lasers measured is shown in Table
5.6 on the next page. Included is the reflectivity at 830 nm, which is the operating
wavelength of the HeliosTM laser, and the average/maximum/minimum reflectivities over
the 820-840 nm range for which data was collected. This data represents lasers from two
coating runs (CR209 and CR180) and multiple fixtures within those coating runs.
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Table 5.6 - Data from measured reflectivity (2 coating runs)
Laser ID Coating Fixture Front Facet Average Maximum Minimum
Run Reflectivity at Reflectivity from Reflectivity from Reflectivity from
830nm (%) 820 - 840 nm % 820 - 840 nm (%) 820 - 840 nm (%)
K7627 209 6 2,797 2.902 3.108 2.651
K7566 209 6 1.739 1.650 1.818 1.514
K7628 209 6 10.213 10.035 10.615 9.269
K7511 209 6 3.095 3.049 3.138 2.901
K7644 209 6 8.468 8.661 9.475 8.132
K7515 209 6 9.208 9.157 10.082 8.386
K7520 209 6 0.394 0.437 0.512 0.380
K7521 209 6 2.494 2.544 2.769 2.362
K6709 209 6 8.419 8.455 8.722 8.239
K6711 209 6 9.710 9.838 10.700 9.090
K7641 209 6 10.071 10.106 10.677 9.449
K7626 209 6 12.431 12.262 13.277 11.412
K7514 209 6 10.961 10.767 11.550 10.062
K6714 209 6 11.105 11.029 11.750 9.807
K6699 209 6 9.555 9.915 10.741 9.314
K6703 209 6 10.989 10.893 11.561 10.238
K765g 209 1 24_857 25_I41 26-03 24791
K7656 209 3 11.790 11.922 12.535 , 10.877
K7657 209 3 12.357 12.148 12.959 11.503
K7093 209 4 13259 13106 13 671 123g9
K7096 209 4 13.385 13.123 13.860 12.246
L7097 209 4 12.947 13.161 14.188 12.552
K7098 t 209 4 12.928 13.066 13.859 12.329
K672a 209 5 11_039 11297 11997 104R7
K6731 209 5 10.326 10.383 10.897 9.752
K7637 209 5 12.472 12.554 13.103 11.479
K5058 180 2 5.860 6.019 6.467 5.571
K5060 180 2 11.464 11.529 12.038 10.903
K5064 180 2 10.451 10.303 10.814 9.841
K5066 180 2 11.837 11.921 12.677 11.030
K5065 180 2 9.883 9.794 10.510 9.116
K5055 180 2 11.482 11.410 12.144 10.659
K5124 180 2 1.214 1.218 1.290 1.106
K5122 180 2 11.087 11.554 12.478 10.908
K5045 180 2 11.247 11.354 11.949 10.767
K5046 180 2 10.153 10.032 10.764 9.396
K5054 180 2 10.679 10.750 11.554 10.003
K5057 180 2 10.732 10.617 11.490 9.912
K5120 180 2 10.145 9.877 10.593 9.193
K5121 180 2 11.685 11.733 12.529 10.888
KR24 g 4 10035 1019 IOR R 9712
K8325 180 4 10.240 9.970 10.464 9.318
K8326 180 4 9.683 9.963 10.617 9.427
In obtaining the reflectivity measurements, it is important to position the 10 ~pm focused
spot over the active region of the laser. The active region is very close to the edge of the
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indium coated region of the C-block. If the measurement light encroaches on this area,
reflectivities would be very high. Additionally, if the measurement light encroached on
the high side of the coating area, it will be near the GaAs substrate and will result in very
low reflectivities. This is one of the challenges in measuring reflectivity on a 30-50 pm
area with a 10 [lm spot of focused light.
Understanding these caveats, the data looks very reasonable. In order to help present the
data in a more clear fashion, Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show histograms of the two coating
processes analyzed for front facet reflectivity. The data shown are the values of
reflectivity at 830 nm.
Facet Reflectivity Measurements - CR 209
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Figure 5.4 - Single laser reflectivity measurements, CR 209
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Figure 5.5 - Single laser reflectivity measurements, CR 180
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Within coating run 209, we see an outlier at 25% reflectivity. This may be an erroneous
measurement. The data represented by reflectivities between 1% and 5%, however,
seems to be normally clustered, indicating that these may be good measurements. The
remainder of the data in coating run 209 is clustered between 8% and 14%, which is
offset from the nominal front facet reflectivity target of 15%. Coating run 180, looks
slightly better, with a tighter distribution between 10% and 13%. Like CR209, it too has
some outliers (although only two), and it is offset from the target front facet reflectivity.
The summary of the single laser facet reflectivity measurements is presented in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7 - Summary of measured front facet reflectivity
Coating No. of Average Front Std. Dev. of Front Maximum Front Minimum Front
Run Samples Facet Reflectivity Facet Reflectivity Facet Reflectivity Facet Reflectivity
(in % at 830 nm) (in % at 830 nm) (in % at 830 nm) (in % at 830 nm)
209 26 9.885 4.928 24.857 0.394
180 17 9.875 2.607 11.837 1.214
The results of the analysis make several conclusive points. Recall from the section in
Chapter 4 entitled "Laser Facets and the Coating Process" that a 2" diameter silicon
witness sample is used in the coating process. This witness sample is coated during the
coating run with the lot of laser diodes. The front and back reflectivity of the sample is
then measured, and the resulting data is used to make a pass/fail decision regarding the
coating lot.
What we can conclude is that the measurement from the silicon witness sample does not
agree with the actual reflectivities of the individual lasers within the coating runs. As
depicted in Table 5.7, the average front facet reflectivities for coating runs 209 and 180
were both approximately 9.8%. This is substantially lower than the measurement from
the silicon witness sample of between 14% and 16% for both coating runs. Second, it
appears that some anomalies exist within the data. These could be the result of non-
uniformities within the coating process, or because of erroneous measurements. In either
case, further inquiry and measurement of single laser facet reflectivity is warranted.
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Chip-Level Traceability
One area that had arisen as a potential contributor to threshold current variation was that
of spatial variation within the wafer. Such variations could be the concentrations of
dopants, the epitaxy layers' thickness, the substrate sheet resistivities, etc. In order to
perform any type of analysis on spatial variation, it is necessary to have traceability down
to the chip level, so as to delineate the location of the chip. The lot tracking system set up
in Polaroid's Norwood facility did not allow this level of disaggregation and tracking.
Referring to Figure 3.1, the lot creation process, one can see that once the lasers are
moved from bar form to chip form, their exact locations on the wafer are lost. Given the
type of tracking currently performed in Norwood means the following things: (i) we can
determine which coating fixture the bar was placed in; and (ii) we can determine the
general area of the wafer section where the laser came from. We can not, however, trace
the origin of the laser diode any deeper than from which coating fixture it originated.
Once the lasers are bonded to the C-block, they are assigned a unique identification
number, which is scribed onto the side of the C-block. Using this laser id, we can trace
the progress of the laser diode throughout the remainder of the Norwood manufacturing
processes.
In order to determine if spatial variation existed in the wafer, a population of laser diodes
had to be tracked from the wafer level. An experiment was devised to accomplish this.
The experiment was simple - for one coating run (typically between 240 and 360 lasers),
map out the location of each laser, and track them carefully through the process. After
they have gone through the entire laser diode manufacturing process, analyze their
performance, and relate the lasers back to their wafer location. At this level, we could
possibly see how different lasers from different areas of the wafer may perform uniquely.
The experiment was conducted for coating run 200. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate where
the bars used for coating run 200 came from. An overview of the entire wafer layout and
its numbering within a quarter section is contained in Appendix F.
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Figure 5.6 - Origins of coating run 200 from wafer 531A, section A
Coatin~
200
Figure 5.7 - Origins of coating run 200 from wafer 531A, section B
The results of the traceability study are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 on the next two
pages. What is shown is a map of the wafer sections used for the coating run, which
correspond directly to the sections illustrated in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Each square area
represents one laser diode. The numbers contained within each square are the threshold
current values for those lasers. The blank areas correspond to material that was either not
used in the experiment or that did not pass tests or inspections. Unfortunately, as one can
see from the limited number of threshold current values depicted on the section maps, the
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yield associated with this coating run was very low. Despite the low yield, the
experiment still showed some very interesting phenomena. Given the limited sample
size, however, it is not feasible to draw statistically significant conclusions from the
results, therefore, the information acquired from this analysis is qualitative.
Viewing the results, there does not appear to be any major variation radially. There does,
however, appear to be some threshold current specific to the individual bars. For
example in Figure 5.8, each of the bars exhibits a consistent threshold current
performance. In bar 44, all lasers performed at between 245.6 and 253 mAmps. In the
next bar (43), aside from two possible outliers (301.4 and 365.5 mAmps) all lasers lie
between 249.1 and 261.2 mAmps. Finally in bar 42, all lasers demonstrated threshold
current performance at between 276.1 and 287.9 mAmps. It is also important to
remember that the three bars just mentioned (44, 43, and 42) were in the same fixture
within the coating chamber. Therefore, there does appear to be some characteristics that
are unique to each bar, rather than to each coating fixture. This analysis goes beyond the
ANOVA's presented in Chapter 3, which showed that there were differences among the
different fixtures within a coating run. Now we see that such differences are also
prevalent between bars within a coating run fixture. No ANOVA will be presented here,
as the sample sizes available are too small to draw definite conclusions from. The same
bar-to-bar phenomena is apparent in section B of wafer 531A (shown in Figure 5.9),
although even fewer lasers survived the process from this section.
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What is unique to the individual bars, is the cleaving process. Other potential bar-to-bar
differences are point/line defects, and native oxides. The traceability experiment
confirmed that there are idiosyncrasies, but did not yield a significant enough sample
from which one can draw hard and fast conclusions. It is therefore recommended that an
additional traceability experiment be undertaken, with hopefully a higher yield through
bonding and test.
Since no conclusions were reached regarding the coating process, a final experiment was
run, that of producing and testing a set of uncoated lasers. The goal of this experiment
was to answer once and for all if coating had a role in the variability of threshold current.
Uncoated Laser Performance
Despite numerous efforts to investigate the quality of the coating process specific to
coating stoichiometry, coating thickness, and coating reflectivity, no major revelations
were realized. Coating thickness was not a problem, however coating stoichiometry vis-
a-vis the thermodynamic models and coating reflectivities proved to be areas to
investigate further. Therefore, in order to remove coating from the equation, a group of
lasers were cleaved, chipped, inspected, bonded, and tested without an optical coating.
The absence of the facet coating would alter the performance of threshold current, slope
efficiency, and nearly all electrical attributes, as it is an integral element of the laser' s
design. Without a facet coating, the laser would adopt the reflectivity of the GaAs-air
interface (32%) for both the front and rear facets and would, as a result, have a much
lower threshold current. Furthermore, because the primary function of the facet coating is
to enhance the reliability of the lasers (eliminating the build-up of photon-induced
oxidation, and the occurrence of catastrophic optical damage), lasers without an optical
coating would not survive the bum-in operation. They would, however, last long enough
to gain some performance information that could help us answer some questions.
The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 5.8. The entire data table is
contained in Appendix G.
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Table 5.8 - Summary of performance of uncoated lasers
For a population of 45 lasers all but one were between 201 and 203 mAmps in threshold
current. The conclusion was that absent the coating process, there was almost no
variation in Ith. This also ruled out spatial variation in the wafer, and the cleaving
process, as these lasers did come from three different bars from one section of the wafer.
All in all this was astounding information, and implies that some element of the coating
process is likely inducing variability in threshold current.
Once again, however, more questions were raised than were answered. The net results of
these analyses were that although we had ruled out some areas and we did know more
now than we ever did, a significant amount of further inquiry was needed to get to the
root of the variability. In short, we had only scratched the surface of many issues.
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Chapter 6: The Economics of Improving Processes
Investment Choices
Within any business, a manager is continually presented with a series of choices of where
to invest and/or spend money. Investments can be made in many different areas.
Examples of the investment possibilities include manufacturing infrastructure (plant,
property, facilities), equipment (machines, computers, networks), people (skills,
knowledge, leadership), partnerships (suppliers, customers, industry consortia), and
processes (research and development, technologies, capabilities).
These investments can be viewed as having returns in the short-term or long-term. Those
which have provide returns in the long term tend to be more strategic in nature. Part of
the strategic analysis undertaken when making long term investment choices depend on
the firm's level of vertical integration, their supply chain, and the market(s) they compete
in.
Finally, in some instances, the strategic decisions also hinge on the use of options
analysis within a firm's current or future business model 3 . That is, when making an
investment decision, a value should be placed on the option associated with the
investment. For example, investing in flexible automation (e.g. robotics) provides an
option of re-using the equipment for another product line in the future. In options
analysis a value would be placed on the ability to use the equipment in the future.
Similarly, the decision to purchase robotics equipment removes the option of purchasing
other types of automation equipment. Thus, in options analysis one would assign a cost
to the loss of the option to purchase other equipment.
38 Belnap, C., "Options Analysis: An Innovative Toolfor Manufacturing Decision
Making", MIT S.M. Thesis, June 1995.
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In considering any investment, a manager will weigh many of these factors. In this
chapter, we will present some of the considerations that a hypothetical manager would
face in making a decision regarding an investment to improve a manufacturing process.
Some issues can be dealt with quantitatively, while other more strategic questions are
relegated to consideration on a qualitative level.
The Cost of Quality
An important issue facing all manufacturers is the cost of quality. Unlike the idealistic
views espoused by some business observers, quality is not free. Quality requires an
investment to reach levels of process performance commensurate with 100%
conformance to specification, and it requires a continual infusion of cash to maintain that
performance. Similarly, when products do not meet specifications, additional costs are
incurred. All of these, the cost of achieving conformance to specification, maintaining
conformance to specification, and the cost of coping with non-conformance to
specification represent the cost of quality.
Specifically, we are referring to all of the costs associated with making a product that
does not meet specification. Such costs include the scrap material generated, the rework
required (if possible) to remedy the quality problem, the inspection and tests associated
with the unacceptable product, the administrative costs of filing non-conformance reports,
and warranty costs.
Given that there is a cost associated with quality, there naturally exists a function relating
the total costs of a product and the yield loss due to bad quality. For example, when
quality is perfect (100% good), costs are low. When quality is terrible (0% good) costs
are high.
Similar to the relationship between quality loss and product cost, there is also a
relationship between process cost and product cost. Specifically, when process costs are
high, product costs are high, and when process costs are low, product costs are low.
Building the link between process cost, and quality loss, we can assume that the process
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cost in order to achieve no quality loss (00% good) is high. This high cost is a result of
investments in efforts such as statistical process control, process monitoring, design of
experiments, and process improvement activities. Likewise, we can assume that the
process costs associated with significant quality loss is low.
Therefore, with the desire to achieve low product cost comes a trade-off between the
dollar loss resulting from poor quality, and the cost of having robust, high-yielding
manufacturing processes in place. The result is a concave total cost curve, and is shown
in Figure 6.1.
$
0%
(all bad)
Optimal 100%
conformance (all good)
Figure 6.1 - Cost as a function of output quality39
This curve conveys an important point. In today's business climate, any yield below
100% is considered poor. When put in the context of a business decision, however, there
39 Chase R. B., and Aquilano, N. J., Production and Operations Management,
Homewood, IL: Irwin, 1985, p. 629.
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exists an optimal process yield where total cost is lowest. In addition to the financial
metrics of process investments, other strategic factors are important to consider.
Examples of these strategic factors are discussed later in this chapter. The following
sections will present some of the analysis that was conducted to explain the phenomena
of product cost versus output quality for a hypothetical product.
Manufacturing Economics
The first step in understanding the costs of improving processes was to construct several
cost curves associated with the manufacture of the hypothetical product chosen for this
modeling exercise. This was accomplished with an economic cost model constructed
from hypothetical data. Table 6.1 provides the assumptions used in constructing the
model.
Table 6.1 - Summary of assumptions in cost model
The economic cost model also reflected several other assumptions that are worthy of
further elaboration. First, we assumed that variable costs included only materials. All
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Fixed Cost Assumptions Indirect Labor (IL): $600,000
Yearly Depreciation on Plant, Property, and Equipment: $4,000,000
Direct Labor (DL): $1,800,000
Product development costs: $350,000
DL Assumptions Average salary = $14/hour
Number of hourly workers: 40
Fringe = 50% of base pay
IL Assumptions Average annual salary - $65,000
Number of salaried workers: 6
Fringe = 50% of base pay
Other Assumptions Costs are sunk for a capacity of 10,000 units
other costs including direct labor, indirect labor, development expenditures, and plant,
property, and equipment consideration, were treated as fixed costs. In this environment
we treated direct labor as a sunk cost because we assumed the workforce had been hired,
and would receive pay for regardless of the production volume. Second, we assumed no
economies of scale (constant returns to scale) existed. The assumption of constant returns
to scale was based upon two primary tenets: (i) production materials cost the same
regardless of the quantities purchased (no quantity discounts apply); and (ii) equipment
throughput and/or cycle time was linear with respect to volume. Specific to (ii), we are
assuming a line flow production operation, where no benefits can be realized from
adjusting lot sizes as can be done a batch production environment. Third, we assumed
that no effects were included for learning, which would have shifted the cost curves lower
as time progressed. Finally, we assumed that excess capacity existed, and that no
personnel or equipment would need to be added over the range of volumes considered.
All of these assumptions were made for the sake of simplicity, although they could have
been incorporated in the model if it were believed that they would play a major role in the
cost structure of the manufacturing operation. Given the high fixed costs of many
manufacturing operations and the low production volume, increasing returns to scale and
learning effects did not have much influence in the economics of this operation.
The graph shown in Figure 6.2 describes the short run costs within the hypothetical
manufacturing operation. The lines within the graph represent total cost (TC), fixed costs
(FC), and variable costs (VC), where cost refers to the yearly cost to produce the
hypothetical product, for a given production volume.
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Figure 6.2 - Cost curves for a hypothetical manufacturing operation
The next set of curves constructed involved the unit cost curves - costs per unit of output.
These are detailed in figure 6-3. These curves include the average fixed cost (AFC), the
average variable cost (AVC), the marginal cost (MC), and the average total cost (ATC).
Marginal cost (MC) refers to the additional cost required to produce one additional
product. As expected, with an increase in the production volume, the average total cost
declines, as fixed costs of the manufacturing operation (in this case very high fixed costs)
are amortized over a greater number of units.
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Figure 6.3 - Unit cost curves for a hypothetical manufacturing operation
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Also noteworthy from Figure 6.3 is the marginal cost curve. Although it is hidden by the
average cost curve, the marginal cost curve is the flat line at the bottom of the graph.
Marginal cost indicates the cost of expanding production capacity by one unit. The
flatness of this line indicates that marginal costs are constant, and that within the confines
of the assumptions of this model (production has excess capacity), it costs the same to
produce one additional laser diode at any volume of production.
Now that we have established the fundamental economics of the hypothetical
manufacturing operation and provided a set of reasonable assumptions upon which to
build our cost model, we can address the following dilemma, originally postulated in
Figure 6.1:
Given: 1) the costs ofyield loss, and 2) the costs to improve processes, at what
production yield is total unit cost the lowest?
Costs of Improvement
The cost model consists of four process cells. We will refer to them as process cells A,
B, C, and D, each with their own material flow into and out of the cell. Figure 6.4
illustrates a process flow diagram that is the basis of the cost model. The final cost
represents the sum of the component costs utilized in the production of one unit. No
indirect labor costs are included in the materials costs, as we assume that for a capacity of
10,000 units indirect labor costs are sunk costs.
Process Cell A
1 Component
6 Processes
Base Yield: 72% Process Cell C Process Cell D
Material Costs: 2 Components 8 Components Final Yield:
$30 4 Processes 7 Processes 28.51%
Base Yield: 44% Base Yield: 90% Final Material
Process Cell B Material Costs: Material Costs: Costs: $277
2 Components $42.50 $234.5
3 Processes
Base Yield: 84%
Material Costs:
$12.50
Figure 6.4 - Process flow diagram of a hypothetical manufacturing operation
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The materials within each cell were assigned a cost equivalent to their purchase price.
Furthermore, each process cell had an associated outgoing yield. A base case was
modeled, using a hypothetical "starting" process yield for each cell.
Then, several assumptions were made regarding the costs of improving the yield of each
process cell by 2%. This was done by assigning an estimate of the time in person-years
required to improve each process, based on the complexity of the process. The value of
one person year (IPY) was placed at $87,425.00. The following table provides the
heuristics used in constructing the model.
Table 6.2 - Costs of improving process yields
Other assumptions made in this model were the following: First, personnel comprised
the bulk of the cost of process improvement, and no special tooling, materials, or new
equipment was required. Second, that constant cost versus improvement relationships
existed. That is, it will cost the same to improve a process yield from 45% to 50% as it
will to improve a process yield from 90% to 95%. We know anecdotally that this is
clearly an invalid assumption. The latter improvement (at higher yields) will be much
more expensive. For simplicity, we will proceed with these assumptions intact.
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Process Cell Comments Time (in person years) Tabulated cost
required to improve
process yield by 2%
A Highly complex processes, .5 $ 43,712.50
costly to improve
B Simple processes, easy to .125 $ 10,928.13
improve
C Highly complex processes, .5 $ 43,712.50
costly to improve
D Moderately complex .25 $ 21,856.25
processes, moderately
expensive to improve
An Excel spreadsheet was constructed with the material costs, the process cell yield, the
final overall process yield, and the total product and scrap costs based on process cell
yields. Once this was done, a sequence of discrete process yield states was calculated,
each with a process yield equivalent to 2% higher than the previous state. At each state,
the total process improvement cost was tabulated (based on each process cell that had
been improved), and set aside for analysis later. When a process cell reached a yield state
of 100% in the model, no further improvements (or costs associated with the
improvements) were made, and it remained static at 100% yield and at the total
improvement cost required to get it to that yield. Incrementing the model continued until
all process cells had reached 100% yield.
Several other points should be made. First, the process improvement cost was amortized
over a production capacity of 10,000 units. Secondly, similar to the economic models,
both direct and indirect labor were included in the fixed costs (in addition to the
depreciation of plant, property, and equipment). The results of the total cost model are
shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Figure 6.4 shows the plot over the entire range of process
yields considered, while Figure 6.5 illustrates in greater detail the point at which total
cost reaches a minimum value. The yield associated with this value (approximately
44.28%) is also depicted.
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Total Cost versus Process Yield
Figure 6.5 - Total cost versus process yield
Figure 6.6 - Process yield resulting in minimum total cost
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The results of this model can be stated in the following manner.
Given the assumptions made with respect to process improvement costs, the constraint
relationships regarding capacity and material costs, the decision variables of the process
cell yields (A, B, C, D), the objective function of minimizing the total cost, the optimum
total process yield is approximately 44.28%. It is important to note, however, that this
model was not optimized for the process cell yields, but by final process yield. Therefore
the solution realized may be one that is sub-optimal. In a more rigorous modeling
exercise, a linear program could be constructed, however, to arrive at the optimal process
cell yields. Given the baseline or starting yield of the hypothetical model of 28.5%, this
exercise tells us that we should be willing to invest the money required to increase our
yield from 28% to 44% with the goal of minimizing total cost.
Other Strategic Factors
Other strategic factors need to be included in any investment decision regarding
manufacturing process improvement. It cannot be determined simply on the basis of
economic modeling or on NPVt-type financial analysis. Some other important factors
worth considering are described in this section.
Opportunity Costs: One consideration that is often neglected is that of opportunity
costs. For example, if a process has a yield of 50%, the product that is scrapped was
produced using equipment and operator time that could have been utilized making good
product. That is, product that could have generated revenue had it conformed to
specification. Opportunity cost should be included in analyses of manufacturing
investment options.
Scale Effects: If increasing returns to scale exist for a production operation, attempt to
capture those effects within the cost model. Scale effects will have a significant influence
t Net Present Value.
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in the cost structure of your process at different volumes, and will also impact the
decision of how to invest in process improvements.
Capacity Expansion: Think of process (yield) improvement as an alternative to capacity
expansion. For example, if a bottleneck exists in a particular production process, and it
will cost $500,000 to procure another piece of equipment, consider how to reduce the
bottleneck by investing a similar amount in improving the yield at that process. Some
relevant questions are "can it be done?", "how much will it cost?", and "how long will it
take?".
Vertical Integration: If the firm is highly vertically integrated, an improvement in a
process may help further streamline the business. Additionally, it may also provide
benefits to another part of the vertically integrated corporation, that may not be readily
apparent to the department making the investment.
Product Life Cycle: An important consideration before investing in process
improvements is the life cycle of the product. At what stage in the lifecycle is the
product, and how long will it be before the product reaches the end of its life. Answering
this question will help address the question of "over what period will the investment in
the process be recouped?".
Technology Re-use: A follow-on consideration to the product life cycle is that of
technology re-use. If an investment is made to improve a manufacturing process, will
that process be utilized for follow-on generations of the product being produced? If so,
then the process investment decision must be made with an appropriate time horizon in
mind.
Learning: What type of learning will take place within the organization if the investment
is made to improve a process. Will engineers and technicians learn things that they
would not have learned otherwise? Will this learning have positive benefits in
subsequent efforts. Potentially, an undertaking in process improvement will lead to an
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increase in knowledge that will benefit the organization through a more keen
understanding in product-process interactions, and design trade-offs.
Competitive Advantage: In many instances, investment in a manufacturing process
provide competitive advantage for the firm. The advantage can be thought of as either a
barrier to entry, or as a means of differentiating the firm's product. Such competitive
advantage can often be difficult to assign a financial benefit.
Customer Benefits: Finally and most importantly, determine if customers benefit from
the improved process. This is often impossible to quantify, but an important factor in the
investment decision. Will the improved process result in a more reliable product, a more
consistent product, or a more appealing product. Will other positive externalities exist if
the processes are improved?
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
Summary
This thesis project covers an array of topics concerned with variation reduction and
process improvement. An overview of types of variation are presented, along with a
variation model that spans the spectrum from process variability to product reliability.
The results of analyses conducted to identify and quantify the variability in the
performance of high-power laser diodes are also discussed. Additional analyses which
were undertaken to link the variability in laser diode threshold current to coating
processes fluctuation and to product reliability are provided, as are the results from many
additional experiments designed to determine causal relationships in laser diode variation.
Other areas discussed in some detail are the economics of process improvement.
Specifically, the question of at what point does one concede that process improvements
are too costly is addressed. A hypothetical cost model is explained, that given a set of
assumptions showed that the optimal process yield for a manufacturing operation to be
approximately 44.3%.
Conclusions
The conclusions reached during this work will ideally provide insight during future
process improvement efforts and design trade-offs. Additionally, one hopes that the
information presented in this thesis will also help in the way of future technology
investment decisions.
Some of the important conclusions reached were the following:
1. Facet reflectivity is correlated to average threshold current performance by coating
run. This was demonstrated using linear and multivariate regression models, and
resulted in correlation coefficients of between 54.14% and 56.16%.
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2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA), F-tests, and P-tests confirm that there are differences
between samples of lasers grouped by coating runs from the same wafer.
3. Analysis of variance (ANOVA), F-tests, and P-tests confirm that there are differences
between samples of lasers grouped by fixtures from the same coating run.
4. The cleaving process as it pertains to achievable chip length is a highly capable
process, by several measures for process capability (Cp and Cpk), and by several
different specification spreads.
5. The test process and equipment is repeatable and reproducible.
6. Bum-in yield (parametric failures only) is not correlated to average or standard
deviation of threshold currents grouped by coating run. This conclusion is somewhat
counter to academic research that concludes that higher threshold current densities
can cause point and line defect propagation.
7. No significant differences in coating thickness were discerned, using SEM
microscopy at a magnification of 30,000X.
8. Device-to-device variation is not significant within the two sections of wafer
analyzed, but warrants further investigation. Some bar-to-bar differences presented
an unexplained phenomena.
9. Uncoated devices perform nearly identically for threshold current, which leads one to
believe that the coating process does induce variability in threshold current
performance.
Recommendations for Further Work
Many questions were raised during this thesis work that required further attention. In
fact, it could be argued that this work has left more new issues unanswered than when the
thesis began nearly one year ago. With this in mind, it is worthwhile to briefly list the
areas which should be carried forward in the form of further work.
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1. The chip-level traceability study presented in chapter 5 showed some interesting
results. Unfortunately, the yield realized during that experiment was so poor that it
was impossible to draw statistically significant conclusions from the results. This
work should be repeated on a larger scale, with hopefully a higher yield. A new set of
results may shed more light on the observed phenomena that showed some bar-to-bar
consistency within the coating run studied.
2. As indicated by the thermodynamic modeling, and by the chip reflectivity
experiments, some variations in coating stoichiometry may be occurring. An analysis
technique such as ESCA (electron spectroscopy for compositional analysis) should be
pursued.
3. The reflectivity measurements made on the laser diodes do not match the reflectivity
measurements of the silicon witness samples. Consider the efficacy of this process
monitoring technique, and determine a more appropriate way to measure the actual
chip facet reflectivity other than what is currently used.
4. Perform gauge repeatability and reproducibility experiments on the chip facet
reflectometer. Understanding the measurement error resulting from that measurement
technique will either instill or remove confidence from the data collected.
5. Carry the cost modeling exercise forward, with more detail being built into the model
and more accurate assumptions made regarding the costs of process improvements.
Use the analysis presented in chapter 6 as a guide to making process improvement
investment decisions in the future.
6. Explore other methods of depositing the facet coating. Processes such as chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) or vapor phase expitaxy (VPE) may provide better control
over the composition of the coating.
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Appendix A:
Histograms of Lasers Grouped by Wafer
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Appendix C:
Gauge Repeatability and Reproducibility Analysis Template
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Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator A
Sample No. 1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
1
2
3
4
5
7
10
Totals I
R.,A =
Sum
r .VA
Range
B
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
'4__ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
R.,B =
Range
I
Sum
XN.,B
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
-I I
.,T 
,,,,
R,C =
Sum 
X-VC
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R,V _ X _ =
Nhere R, is the average of R,A + R,B + RC = + + = =
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials. 3
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ('Repeatability") = KR,q = x = I IRepeatability
Nhere K1 = 4.56 for 2 trial or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation (Reproducibility") = K2Xger= = JReproducibility
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X I s the difference between the max X., and the min X.9
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)2 }2
=( )_)+( ), 12 ={ + =..( )
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauoe Caoability (R&R) =
Specification Tolerance
Analvysis Performed By:
Gauge Capability
=I I
= I -
Range
Notes:
Date:
160
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Appendix D:
Data from Test Equipment Repeatability and Reproducibility Analysis
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Maasurement SystemlGauge Repeatability Analysis I - Trials I and 2 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Threshold Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator IA Bob Churchill I
Sample No. 1st Trial 2nd Trial
1 K6177 287 287
2 K5092 333 333
3 K5095 339 339
4 K5096 331 331
5 K4431 301 301
6 K4442 315 315
7 K4462 267 266
8 K4452 308 308
9 K4469 258 258
10 K4477 255 255
Totals 2994 2993 0
RuA =
Sum 5987
XA299.3
Range
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0.1
B Joe Thlbeau
1stTral 2ndTrial
287 287
333 333
339 339 
331 331
302 302
315 315
267 267
308 308
258 258
256 255
2996 2995 0
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1a
a
0.1R.91B =
Sum 5991
X.B299.551
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
R,C =
'%s %
Sum o
xC
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4,R 3.27 x 0.1 = 0.327 |
Where R, is the average of RA + R.,B + RC = 0.1
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("'Repeatability") = K1R, = 4.56
Where K = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation C'Reproducibility") = K2X, d, = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X., w is the difference between the max X, and the min X.,.
x 0.1 = 1 456 |Repeatability
x 0.2 = 0 .73 ~Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility' Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatabilty)2 + (Reproducibility)2}1
= 1.8671 8 Gauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauoe Capabilitv (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Analysis Performed By:
-Eiun
Date:
163
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0LC
Notes:
l
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis I - Trials I and 2 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Operating Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
ii_ 
Operator A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
I K6177 776 777
2 5092 822 822
3 K5095 829 829
4 K5096 817 818
5 K4431 797 798
6 K4442 803 804
7 K4462 756 757
8 K4452 797 798
9 K4469 748 749
10 K4477 743 745
Totals 7888 7897 0
/Range
0
0
1
91
9
0.9R,A =
Sum 15785
rA79 25
B Joe Thibeau
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
775 776
822 822
830 829
818 818
799 799
805 804
756 757
798 798
750 749
745 745
7898 7897 0
R.,B =
Sum *9
XB 789751
Range
I
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
5
0.5
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
R.VC =
Sum 
x,,|C o
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R, 3.27 x 0.7 = 2.289 |
Where R., is the average of R,,A + R,,B + R.,C = 0.7
D4= 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation '("Repeatability") KIR., = 4.56
Where K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2Xd( = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
K., d is the difference between the max X., and the min X.,.
x 0.7 = 3.192 Repeatability
x 0.5 = 1 .825 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)21}
= [3.j67 IGauge Capability
. .vAGauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauoe Capability (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes:
Analvsis Performed By: Date:
164
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
%-W-jCCC~~~~CCCC~~~~CCC
Cc
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis - Trials I and 2 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Slope Efficiency Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
C[A
Operator 1A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
I K6177 1.023 1.021
2 K5092 1.025 1.023
3 K5095 1.021 1.021
4 K5096 1.029 1.028
5 K4431 1.01 1.008
6 K4442 1.024 1.024
7K14462 1.023 1.021
8 K4452 1.023 1.022
9 K4469 1.021 1.018
10 K4477 1.025 1.022
Totals 10.224 10.208 0
Range
0.002
0.002
0
0.001
0.002
0
0.002
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.016
0.0016
Sum 20.432
X.gA 1.0216
B Joe Thlbeau
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
1.025 1.028
1.025 1.031
1.019 1.028
1.024 1.032
1.005 1.015
1.022 1.031
1.022 1.03
1.022 1.031
1.019 1.027
1.022 1.036
10.205 0 10.289
Range
0.003
0.006
0.009
0.008
0.01
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.014
0.084
0.0084R,B =
Sum .494
XB 1.02471
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
REC =
Sum
X-oC
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCL, D4R, 3.27
Nhere R,, is the average of R.,A + RB + R,,C =
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
x 0.005 = 0.01635
0.005
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = KR,, = 4.56
Nhere K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2X,, = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
(X dF is the difference between the max X, and the min Xq.
X 0.005 = 0.228 ] Repeatability
x 0.0031 = i0.031 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)'"2
= 0._5453 Gauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauce Capability (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
aotes:
Analysis Perrormed try: taMte
165
Range
0
0
0
0
0
O
C
0
0
00o
0
C
· · -- ·-
R.,A =
l
'
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 2 - Trials 3 and 4 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Threshold Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit jGauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit[,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .[_
Operator IA Bob Churchill
Sample No. 3rd Trial 4th Trial
1 K6177 287 286
2 K5092 333 332
3 K5095 339 338
4 K5096 332 330
5 K4431 301 301
6 K4442 314 314
7 K4462 265 267
8 K4452 307 307
9 K4469 257 258
10 K4477 255 254
Totals 2990 2987 0
R.9A =
Sum 5977
x..VA~
Range
1
1
1
2
0
0
2
0
1
1
9
0.9
B Joe Thibeau
3rd Trial 4th Trial
286 286
332 332
338 338
330 330
301 300
314 314
266 266
307 307
258 258
255 255
2987 2986 0
R,,B =
Sum 5973
X,B 298.65
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.1
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
R.,C =
x.scl L Ol
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R,9 3.27 x
Nhere R,q is the average of R.,A + R,,B + R,gC = 0.5
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
0.5 = 1L.635
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = K1R- = 4.56
Where Ki = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("'Reproducibility") = K2X,9 n = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X d is the difference between the max X., and the min X,.
x 0.5 = 2.28 IRepeatability
x 0.2 = .73 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2+(Reproducibility)}" 2
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauae Capabilitv (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Several data points could have been discarded for exceeding
the 2.75s limit for control (1.635mAmps), but as they were marginally
out of range (2mAmps), we retained those points for the analysis.
Analvsis Performed By:
= 1 230131Gauge Capability
- LI. I
Date:
166
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0s0
-' --  ---- -'
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 2 . Trials 3 and 4 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Operating Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator A Bob Churchil
Sample No. 3rd al Trial
1 K6177 775 773
2 K5092 822 818
3 K5095 829 825
4 K5096 :
5 K4431 797 794
6 K4442 804 799
7 K4462 751 752
8 K4452 794 792
9 K4469 745 743
10 K4477 742 741
Totals 7059 7037 0
Range
2
4
4
3
5
1
2
2
24
2.666667
-.' '
Sum 14096
X9A 783.111
B Joe Thibeau
3rd Trial 4th Trial
773 772
818 817
825 824
814 814
794 792
800 799
752 752
793 792
745 743
742 742
7856 7847 0
R.i =
Sum 
X,,B 785.15
Range
I
I
I
2
1
0
1
2
0
9
0.9
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
RC =
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R, 3.27 x 2.4 = 7.[48 I
Where R, is the average of R,,A + R,B + R.,C = 2.4
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = K 1R,n = 4.56
Where K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation C'Reproducibility") = K2X(, dm = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X, _ is the difference between the max X, and the min X.
x 1.783333 = 8.132 Repeatability
x 2.038889 = 7.441944 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)171
= |11.2325 Gauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge Capability (R8R)
Specification Tolerance
167
Range
0
0
0C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
C
Notes: Data Contained In a S:ii.i.i.i.i I shaded cell has been omitted because If exceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
n
R..A =i_-
Sum
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 2 - Trials 3 and 4 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Slope Efficiency Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator lA Bob Churchill
Sample No. 3rd Trial 4th Trial
1 K6177 1.025 1.027
2 K5092 1.027 1.03
3 K5095 1.021 1.028
5 K4431 1.01 1.014
5 K4442 1.022 1.03
7 K4462 1.03 1.03
3 K4452 1.029 1.032
, K4469 1.027 1.03
10 K4477 1.026 1.027
Totals 9.217 9.248 0
R,A 
Sum 18.465
X-VA 10253
Range
0.002
0.003
0.007
0.004
0.008
0
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.031
0.003444
B Joe Thibeau
3rd Trial 4th Trial
1.028 1.029
1.031 1.032
1.028 1.03
1.032 1.035
1.015 1.017
1.031 1.031
1.03 1.031
1.031 1.032
1.027 1.03
1.036 1.027
10.289 10.294 0
Range
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.0013
0.002
0
0.001
0.001
0.003
0.009
0.023
0.0023
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
RC=
-- ~ -C_-
SumL
xc O
Sum 220.583
x.B I 1.029151
rest for Control:
Jpper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R., 3.27 x 0.004 = 0.01308
Where R, is the average of R,,IA + R,vB + R.,C = 0.004
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
f any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
epeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
leasurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation 'Repeatability") = K1R, = 4.56
Vhere K1= 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation C'Reproducibility") = K2X(, = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
(. v is the difference between the max X., and the min X...
x 0.002872 = 0.0307 Repeatability
x 0.003317 = 10.02r_ Reproducibility
total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)'f}4
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge Caability (R&R)
= l.017835 Gauge Capability
- E I
Specification Tolerance
Jotes: Data Contained in a " shaded cell has been omitted because If exceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
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Ralge
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
---
RqB =
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 3- Trials 4 and 5 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Threshold Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Range
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
5
0.5
Ooerator A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 4th Trial 5th Trial
1 K6177 286 286
2 K5092 332 332
3 K5095 338 339
4 K5096 330 330
5 K4431 301 301
8 K4442 314 315
7 K4462 267 266
8 K4452 307 307
9 K4469 258 257
10 K4477 254 255
Totals 2987 2988 0
Sum 975
X.VA 975
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = DR., 3.27 x
Where R is the average of R.,A + R,,B + RgC = 3.35
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
B Joe Thibeau
4th Trial 5th Trial
286 286
332 332
338 339
330 330
300 301
266 266
307 308
258 258
255 255
2672 2675 0
Range
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
3
0.333333R.,B =
.- j
Sum 5347
X.B 297.0556
3.35 = 10.9i45
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = K1R = 4.56 x 0.416667 =
Where K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation C'Reproducibility") = K2X. d = 3.65 x 1.694444 =
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X, - is the difference between the max X.. and the min X.,
Total Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = ((Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)2}"
1r.9 jRepeatability
| 6.1842 Reproducibility
= [6.469991Gauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauce Capability (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Data Contained In a iiii shaded cell has been omitted because nexceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
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C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
Range
0
0aa0f
RC = a
Sum
xeC` o
R.,A = l
- i NA i
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 3 - Trials 4 and 5 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product [Gauge Name
Attribute Operating Current [Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 4th Trial 5th Trial
1 K6177 773 779
2 K5092 818 825
3 K5095 825 830
4 K5096 814 819
5 K4431 794 800
6 K4442 799 805
7 K4462 752 756
3 K4452 792 797
3 K4469 743 746
10 K4477 741 742
Totals 7851 7899 0
R.,A =
Sum 15758,
rX 77.5
Range
6
7
5
5
6
6
4
5
3
1
48
4.8
B Joe Thibeau
4th Trial 5th Trial
772 775
817 820
824 829
814 818
792 798
752 755
743 743
742 741
6256 6279 0
Range
3
3
5
4
6
3
0
25
3.125
X-,BRB 4375
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0
RC =
Sum
X-IC 
Test for Control:
Jpper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R, 3.27
Nhere Re, is the average of R.,A + R,B + RqC =
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
x 7.4 24.198
7.4
f any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Measurement SystemlGauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = K1R, = 4.56
Where Kt = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2X d = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
(mq dis the difference between the max X., and the min X),
x 3.9625
x 4.0625
= |18j.069 Repeatability
= 1814.82813 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability' and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)J)'4
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge CaPability (RR)
= 23.3749 Gauge Capability
- m_,^" _
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Data Contained in a iisha ded cell has been omitted because If exceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
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Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
...
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 3- Trials 4 and 5 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Slope Efficiency Gauge No.
Jpper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
oeratar 1A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 4th Trial 5th Trial
1 K6177 1.027 1.015
2 K5092 1.03 1.017
3 K5095 1.028 1.019
4 K5096 1.033 1.024
5 K4431 1.014 1.003
5 K4442 1.03 1.02
7 K4462 1.03 1.023
8 K4452 1.032 1.022
9 K4469 1.03 1.024
10 K4477 1.027 1.027
Totals 10.281 10.194 0
Range
0.012
0.013
0.009
0.009
0.011
0.01
0.007
0.01
0.006
0
0.087
0.0087
B Joe Thibeau
4th Trial 5th Trial
1.029 1.024
1.032 1.026
1.03 1.021
1.035 1.026
1.017 1.007
1.031 1.025
1.031 1.025
1.03 1.03
1.027 1.029
9.262 9.213 0
Range
0.005
0.006
0.009
0.009
0.01
0.006
0.006
0
0.002
0.053
0.005889
C
1stTral 2ndTral Trial
0 0 0
R,,C =R.A =
Sum 20.475
XgAE .02375
F
Sum 18.475
1.026389
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4Rv 3.27 x 0.00875 = .0 13|
Where R, is the average of R,A + R,B + RgC = 0.00875
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement orreading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation 'Repeatability") = KIR,, = 4.56
Where K1 = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2X,vg m = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
X.1 w is the difference between the max X, and the min X.
x 0.007294
-= io.033 Repeatability
x 0.002639 = 32 Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)7'4
= 0 03469Gauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge Capabilitv (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Data Contained in a i ._. shaded cell has been omitted because f exceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
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Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-
R ,B =
. . %-.-a%-W-O 1640
Sum
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 4- Trials 1, 3 and 5 only
Calculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Threshold Current Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
.,,
Doerator A Bob Churchill
Sample No. 1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
I K6177 287 287 286
21(5092 333 333 332
3 K5095 339 339 339
4 K5096 331 332 330
5 K4431 301 301 301
56 K4442 315 314 315
7 K4462 267 265 266
3 K4452 308 307 307
)K4469 258 257 257
10 K4477 255 255 255
Totals 2994 2990 2988
Sum 
X"A 299.06667
Range
1
1
0
2
0
1
2
1
1
0
9
0.9
B Joe Thibeau
1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
287 286 286
333 332 332
339 338 339
331 330 330
302 301 301
315 314
267 266 266
308 307 308
258 258 258
256 255 255
2996 2987 2675
Range
I
Ii
1
1
0
9
0.9R.,1B =
sum 8658
XB [298.5517
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
0 _1 0
0
-C-V
Sum
rest for Control:
Jpper Control Limit, UCLk. = DR. 2.58 x 3.85 = 9.33 
Nhere R, is the average of R.,,A + R,,B + RC = 3.85
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
f any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
epeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation C'Repeatability") = KR, = 3.05
Where K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
)perator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2X. a = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
, is the difference between the max X., and the min X.~,
x 0.9 = 2.745 Repeatability
x 0.514943 = 1.87954Re producibility
otal "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility" Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)7t z
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauae Capabilitv (R&R)
= 13.3J 26815Gauge Capability
= NA |
Specification Tolerance
Jotes: Data Contained in a i :i shaded cell has been omitted because exceeds the 2.75e test for contro
nalvisis Performed By: Date:
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Range
0
a
(
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
........ .. ......~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
R,A= = R.nC=
Ieasumrment SystemlGauge Repeatability Analysis 4 - Trials 1, 3 and 5 only
alculation Worksheet
Part/Product Gauge Name
Attribute Operating Current Gauge No.
Jpper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
)oerator A Bob Churchill -
Sample No. 1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
I K6177 776 775 779
K5092 822 820 825
3 K5095 829 829 830
1 K5096 817 829 819
5 K4431 797 797 800
6 K4442 803 804 805
7 K4462 756 751 756
8 K4452 797 794 797
9 K4469 748 745 746
10 K4477 743 742 742
Totals 7888 7886 7899
Range
4
5
1
3
2
5
3
3
1
39
3.9
suml 2373
XAI 789.1
B Joe Thibeau
1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
775 773 775
822 818 820
830 825 829
818 814 818
799 794 798
805 800
756 752 755
798 793 811
750 745 743
745 742 741
7898 7856 7090
R,B =
_ ~ ~ ~ - -
Sum 22844
X,B 787.7241
Range
2
4
5
4
5
5
4
18
7
4
58
5.8
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0 0
Sum 
x.,cl 01
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R. 2.51
Nhere R., is the average of R-,A + R,B + RC =
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
3 x 7.7 = i19.866
7.7
If any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges should be computed.
Measurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation ("Repeatability") = K1R,, = 3.05
Where K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Operator Variation ("Reproducibility") = K2Xd = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
KX d is the difference between the max X. and the min X..
x 4.85
x 1.375862
= 14.7925 IRepeatability
= 1 5 R1 7 oRep rodu cibility
Total Repeatability" and "Reproducibility' Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2+ (Reproducibility)}"I
= 15G.6217 auge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge Caability (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Data Contained in a [i !shaded cell has been omitted because n exceeds the 2.75c test for control
Analvsis Performed By: Date:
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Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
a
0
G
0
R.,A = R.,C =
Measurement System/Gauge Repeatability Analysis 4 - Trials 1, 3 and 5 only
Calcultion Worksheet
PartProduct Gauge Name
Attnribute Slope Efficiency Gauge No.
Upper Specification Limit Gauge Type
Lower Specification Limit Measurement Unit
Operator IA Bob Churchill
Sample No. 1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
1 K6177 1.023 1.025 1.015
2 K5092 1.025 1.027 1.017
3 K5095 1.021 1.021 1.019
4 (5096 1.029 1.007 1.024
5 K4431 1.01 1.01 1.003
6 K4442 1.024 1.022 1.02
7 K4462 1.023 1.03 1.023
8 K4452 1.023 1.029 1.022
9 K4469 1.021 1.027 1.024
10 K4477 1.025 1.026 1.027
Totals 10.224 10.224 10.194
RmvA =
Sum
);gAI 124
Range
0.01
0.01
0.002
0.022
0.007
0.004
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.002
0.077
0.0077
B Joe Thibeau
1st Trial 3rd Trial 5th Trial
1.025 1.028 1.024
1.025 1.031 1.026
1.019 1.028 1.021
1.024 1.032 1.026
1.005 1.015 1.007
1.022 1.031 1.025
1.022 1.03 1.025
1.022 1.031
1.019 1.027 1.03
1.022 1.036 1.029
10.205 10.289 9.213
Range
0.004
0.006
0.009
0.008
0.01
0.009
0.008
0.009
0.011
0.014
0.088
0.0088
C
1st Trial 2nd Trial 3rd Trial
0 0
Sum 29.707
X,.B 1.024379
Test for Control:
Upper Control Limit, UCLR = D4R,, 2.58 x
Nhere R,, is the average of R,gA + R,,,B + R.,vC = 0.0095
D4 = 3.27 for 2 trials, 2.58 for 3 trials.
0.0095 = 0.
f any individual range exceeds this limit, the measurement or reading should be reviewed,
repeated, corrected, or discarded as appropriate, and new averages and ranges hould be computed.
Meaurement System/Gauge Capability Analysis:
Equipment Variation '("Repeatability") = K1R,, = 3.05
Nhere K, = 4.56 for 2 trials or 3.05 for 3 trials.
Dperator Variation C'Reproducibility") = K2X , dn = 3.65
Where K2 = 3.65 for 2 operators or 2.70 for 3 operators.
KX, d is the difference between the max X., and the min X,,.
x 0.00825 = .02513 IRepeatability
x 0.002979 = 0.010874 |Reproducibility
Total "Repeatability" and "Reproducibility' Variation (R&R) = {(Repeatability)2 + (Reproducibility)2}'n
0.027412 IGauge Capability
Gauge Acceptability Determination: Total Gauge Capability (R&R)
Specification Tolerance
Notes: Data Contained n a ii shaded cell has been omitted because if exceeds the 2.75a test for control
Analysis Performed By: Date:
174
Range
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-
R.B =
' ' ' '
R.VC =
Sum
Appendix E:
Data from Chip Length Process Capability Study
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I
Appendix F:
Wafer Layout and Wafer Section Numbering
177
The Layout of a Wafer in Four Quarters
Minor Fl
Major Flat
178
-1
Example of Laser Numbering Scheme for a Quarter Section*
<D
Wk
W%0
't0
v)
4n
0
en
aen
-n
tz vat
0N0
Sri
CDA-Rn
U
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0 Chips 1-50 - *
*Notes:
1. This is wafer section D, which has no wafer flats.
2. Often, the bars will be numbered from 1-100 across the entire wafer
diameter once rather than 1-50 across the wafer radius twice.
3. As depicted here, numbering starts with 0 at the center of the wafer and
increases radially outward along each quarter section.
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Appendix G:
Data from Uncoated Laser Experiment
180
Assigned Laser
ID (C-Block Pre-Burn-in Pre-Burn-in Pre-Burn-in
Device No. serial no.) Ith Iop Slope Comments
1 L2443 201 845 0.777
2 L2444 201 869 0.749
3 L2445 202 875 0.743
4 L2446 201 883 0.734
5 L2447 202 865 0.754
6 L2448 201 874 0.744
7 L2449 223 897 0.742
8 L2450 202 863 0.756
9 L2451 202 897 0.726
10 L2452 200 873 0.743
11 L2453 201 896 0.72
12 L2454 203 885 0.733
13 L2455 Scrap
14 L2456 202 882 0.735
15 L2457 202 861 0.758
16 L2458 201 874 0.744
17 L2459 202 862 0.757
18 L2460 202 891 0.725
19 L2461 202 872 0.746
20 L2462 203 868 0.752
21 L2463 202 897 0.719
22 L2464 201 859 0.761
23 L2465 201 874 0.743
24 L2467 202 870 0.746
25 L2468 202 874 0.744
26 L2469 200 857 0.761
27 L2471 201 873 0.744
28 L2472 201 884 0.733
29 L2473 Scrap
30 L2474 201 879 0.736
31 L2475 200 874 0.742
32 L2476 202 889 0.727
33 L2477 203 893 0.724
34 L2478 202 889 0.726
35 L2479 Scrap
36 L2480 201 890 0.726
37 L2481 202 884 0.733
38 L2483 202 887 0.73
39 L2484 202 870 0.749
40 L2485 202 890 0.727
41 L2486 202 876 0.742
42 L2487 201 879 0.736
43 L2488 Scrap
44 L2489 202 888 0.729
45 L2490 202 885 0.732
46 L2491 202 882 0.736
47 L2492 202 904 0.713
48 L2493 Scrap
49 L2494 202 897 0.719
50 L2495 201 893 0.723
Average: 202.0889 879.3111 0.7386
Standard Dev.: 3.2671 12.8308 0.0135
181
